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Council chooses not to extend alcohol curfew

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Before an unusually packed council
chamber, the Murray City Council
decided against an ordinance extending
the midnight alcohol curfew by an hour
on a trial basis.
Council members voted 9-2 during
their meeting Thursday night to maintain the midnight curfew on liquor-bythe drink sales at local restaurants. They
also approved 9-2 to ban "happy hours"
and drink specials from 6 p.m. to midnight and require all alcohol servers to
attend mandatory training.
Both actions came after council
members heard comments from the
public. All but one of the at least 30 residents present were opposed to the curfew extension, according to an informal
poll prompted by one resident during
his public comments.
"We as your constituents —every-

Former
Fulton clerk
charged
with misuse
of funds
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) —
Lesia LaRue, who resigned as
Fulton County court clerk in
June amid an investigation into
funds missing from her office,
was indicted on charges of misuse of public funds and abuse of
public trust.
LaRue, 45, was allowed to
speak before the grand jury but
left the grand jury room with a
teary expression after a brief
appearance.
LaRue said she asked the
grand jury to delay taking action
because of new information but
did not elaborate.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Tim Langford said the charges
Thursday cover the period from
2004 up to her resignation.
LaRue, in office since 1993.
allegedly diverted more than
$12,000 in office funds.
LaRue was arraigned after
the indictment and told Circuit
Judge Will Shadoan she had no
money and no job and requested
a public defender. As county
clerk, LaRue's salary was about
$60.000 annually.
The judge entered not guilty
pleas on her behalf. No decision

•See Page 2A

one but one — encourage you to keep
things how they are," said Mark
Randall, a campus minister at Murray
State.
Councilmen
Pete Lancaster and
Bill Wells were the
two votes favoring
the additional hour
on a six-month trial
basis. Doris ClarkParham was absent.
Five
residents
spoke specifically
Lancaster
about extending the
hours; at least a
couple council members seemed persuaded by their comments.
One argument in support of temporary extension was to determine
whether having alcohol available for an
hour longer at local restaurants would
keep people — and their money —

from traveling south, where they can
"If you go six months, but you don't the influence arrests. The number
drink until 3 a.m.
have any valid statistics, only random remained the same in 2003 and
"I believe the patrons going out of perception, you're not going to have a increased slightly to 176 last year.
state we are referring to in this ordi- very good study," Dr. Tom Green said.
"What we got is working and I just
nance are going to continue to do so,
The city's existing hours are set at IIIhave a hard time
and the other patrons will just have the
state
Alcohol
Beverage
seeing something
another hour," councilman Butch Commission minimum. Local governchange when it's
Seargent said.
ments are allowed to extend them, but
working,"
Lancaster said nearby Tennessee otherwise have to allow restaurants
Billington said.
bars extended their hours soon after with liquor licenses to stay open until
Residents and
Murray's liquor-by-the-drink ordinance midnight.
council members
was passed in 2000.
The proposed ordinance was disalso
discussed
"There's no way we are going to cussed two weeks ago, when the counwhether to prohibit
know if this deters people unless we cil voted 8-2 to have City Attorney
-happy hour" and
give it a six-month period," Lancaster Warren Hopkins draft the document. At
Sea rgent
drink specials dursaid before the vote.
that time. Seargent and fellow counciling evening hours.
Questions arose — both among man Robert Billington Jr. were the only The proposal aimed to limit cheaper
council members and residents — two dissenting votes. Hugh Massey and alcohol sales as a deterrent to irresponabout how city officials would monitor Jason Pittman were absent.
sible drinking.
the situation. Law enforcement statisMurray Police Chief Ken Claud said
Early in the discussion Seargent protics indicate specific incidents, but Thursday that in 2000, before the posed letting the full council consider
many other factors are left open for liquor-by-the-drink law was enacted,
interpretation.
his department made 153 driving under

•See Page 2A

MHS duo
discovers
liftoff in
Houston

Reflective music

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

The bell of Murray High School Tiger Band tuba player Brent White's instrument reflected his own image, along
with those of his fellow instrumentalists during Thursday morning's session of the group's band camp on the
MHS campus.

Point taken: Cooking class teaches chopping

NATHAN CLINKENBEARD/Ledger & Times photo

Participants of the chopping class at Vintage Rose
Emporium look on as Ed Bartush demonstrates how to
chop celery with an 8-inch cook's knife. Bartush is a representative of Wiisthof-Trident, a manufacturer of gourmet knives.

By NATHAN
class helps people try different
CLINKENBEARD
things in the kitchen.
Staff Writer
"It's hard enough to make
Ed Bartush loves knives, and something in the kitchen anyhe wants the people who take more," Jones said. "I always
his class to love knives too. say we have the tools to be a
That is why at one point he good chef or to just look like
screamed at the top of his lungs one. People stand and look at
— not to put them in the dish- the knives and wonder what
they use them for. Everyone in
washer.
The ones who admitted to here will have learned someputting their gourmet knives in thing from this class."
Bartush covers a six-state
the dishwasher just nodded,
territory, including Kentucky.
etching a note in their brains to
where he sells Wiisthof cutlery
never again associate the words
to restaurants and stores like
knife and dishwasher.
Vintage Rose while also giving
This bit of advice and many classes
on how to use the
more tips was part of a chop- knives. He does
as many as
ping class conducted by three to four classes a
week
Bartush, an employee of during the fall and is headed to
Wilsthof-Trident, at Vintage Lexington and Louisville next.
Rose Emporium on Thursday.
The class began with
Vintage Rose owner Sarah Bartush showing damaged
Jones sells the knives in her knives people had used to do
store and said she hopes the tasks not meant for knives

There was a knife with an inch
of the top broken off where
someone used it as a screwdriver and one with the blade bent
so badly because the owner
used a hammer to crush the
knife into an object.
Rules for how to handle the
knives were thrown out to the
crowd of about 20 participants
so everyone knows what to do
when finished with a knife.
Other than not using a dishwasher. Bartush also said not to
use lemon dish soap and to take
personal responsibility by having the gourmet knives sharpened every two to five years.
After going over the basics,
Bartush demonstrated chopping
techniques on several vegetables, fruits and meats. The techniques are designed to be effi-

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Arriving just in time for the
launch of the space shuttle
Discovery, two Murray High
School students got the chance
to watch the action from the
Johnson Space Flight Center in
Houston. Texas, as part of an
international space education
program involving students
from many countries.
MHS seniors Austin Carter
and Laura Harris departed for
Texas on Monday as two of
only 40 international students
participating
in
the
International Space School.
They were on-site to watch
Discovery's take off from
Kennedy Space Center in Cape
Canaveral, Fla., on the big
screen in Houston.
Carter and Harris are the
only U.S. high school students
participating in the international summer event. They will
return home on Aug. 8: just in
time to go back to school.
Carter's parents. Jim and
Debbie Carter, are proud that
their son was selected for the
program and thrilled that the
shuttle's take off was delayed
so the two teens could see it
from the NASA nerve center in
Texas. Discovery is nos‘
docked with the International
Space Station in Earth's orbit.
"I'm excited that he was
picked to do it. but I'll tell you
that I'm especially excited that
the Discovery mission was put
off till they got down there,"
Jim Carter said. "I cannot wait
to hear what the lift off was like
for those guys at the Johnson
Space Center."
Harris' parents. Donald and
Jan Harris, were not available
for comment. Harris has attended Calloway County High
School, but is enrolled as a senior at MHS for the 2005-06
school year.
MHS Principal Teresa Speed
said Carter and Harris will get a
once-in-a-lifetime chance to
play a role in planning a space
station mission at the two-week
International Space School.

•See Page 3A
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Breakfast Anit-meth legislation
11 Class ...
From Front
to feature restricts cold medicine
Louisville sales, advances in Senate
mayor
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
c'ourit) Chamber of Breakfast
will host Business@Breakfast
with Louisville Mayor Jerry
Abramson as the guest speaker.
The breakfast meeting will be
Thursday at 7:30 a.m. at the
Murray State Curris Center
Ballroom.
Abramson
is a dynamic
state, regional and national leader. He
will
speak
about change,
a topic with
which he is
familiar as
the head of
Abramson Louisville's
recently
merged metro government.
Abramson believes the merger will transform the Louisville
and Jefferson County area into
one of America's leading centers. The new metro govenunent
now serves a community of
about 700,000 people. The transition is the culmination of 40
years of proposals and campaigns.
The mayor is committed to
finding ways for the new government to encourage and partner with risk-takers, the entreprenuers who will create economic opportunity by building
homegrown businesses.
Abramson also wants to
expand the community's regional involvement by working with
neighboring counties and communities on economic development, transportation, land-use
and workforce training. He also
believes that a merger will help
accomplish targeted revitalization throughout the newly
defined community and his
visionary style of leadership has
proven to be an example for
other growing communities.
For reservations, call the
chamber at 753-5171. Tickets
are $10 for chamber members
and $12 for non-members.

By ERICA WERNER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
Saks of cold medicines used to
make methamphetamine would
be restricted under a bill that
cleared the Senate Judiciary
Committee Thursday after lawmakers forged a compromise
protecting state prerogatives.
The legislation would require
stores to sell Sudafed, Nyquil
and other medicines containing
pseudoephedrine only from
behind the pharmacy counter. In
makeshift labs across the country, the ingredient has been
extracted and used to cook meth.
Consumers would have to
show a photo ID, sign a log, and
be limited to 7.5 grams — or
about 250 30-milligram pills —
in a 30-day period. Computer
tracking would prevent customers from exceeding the limit
at other stores, according to the
bipartisan bill co-sponsored by
Sens. Dianne Feinstein, DCalif., and Jim Talent, R-Mo.
Authorities said Thursday
that Walgreen Co. agreed to pay
$1.3 million to settle claims it
broke state and federal laws by
failing to monitor sales of overthe-counter cold medicine that
can be used to make methamphetamine. The company also

II Clerk ...

agreed to spend $1 million to
monitor purchases of the medicine. It did not admit to any
wrongdoing.
The measure had been stalled
in committee for several weeks
over concerns that it could stop
states from enacting their own
rules on cold medicine sales. It
was modeled after an Oklahoma
law that took effect last year,
and Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla.,
complained it could interfere
with his state's rules.
The was approved by voice
vote after lawmakers accepted
an amendment that would allow
states to adopt and enforce their
own rules.
Another amendment, by Sen.
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, would
delay the implementation date
of the legislation until Jan. 1,
2007, for Products containing
pseudoephedrine in combination
with other ingredients. For products in which pseudoephedrine
is the only active ingredient, the
restrictions would take effect 90
days after enactment.
"Today is a good day in the
fight against methamphetamine.
We're one step closer to enacting
a national meth bill that would
put thousands of meth labs out of
business," Feinstein said.

cient while not hurting the knife
in anyway. Once he was finished demonstrating it was the
crowd's turn to give their
newly-learned skills a try on
celery, onions, carrots and
tomatoes.
Bartush said
he
was
impressed with how many
showed up to the class since a
lot of times he may be lucky to
get six people, and his pupils
demonstrating
they
were
learned something from his
class.
"This-just shows the popularity of the Food Network,"
Bartush said. "The knife skills
are as basic as you can get in
the kitchen and these people
can pick it up pretty quickly.
I've rarely found anyone who
can't handle a knife properly."
Jones did not charge anything for the class except the
cost for the food and gave participants 10 percent off the sale
price of any Wiisthof knife in
the store. She said she hopes
she can have another class of
similarity down the road.
"We've never done a cooking class in the store, but we
have had educational classes
here before," she said. "This
one has been very successful
and we hope to have more in
the future."

Murray State University Police Department
• A fire was reported to the south of the Faculty Clue house
near the driveway at 4:22 p.m. Tuesday. An officer put out the
fire with an extinguisher in the car. Murray Fire Department
checked it once its men arrived on the scene.
• A caller reported a bookcase stolen from the Fine Arts
Building at 2:48 p.m. Wednesday. A theft report was taken
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A caller from Lakeshore Drive reported at 8:11 p.m. Tuesday
receiving threats.
•A caller from Irvin Cobb Road reported at 8:55 p.m. Tuesday
receiving threatening phone calls from a certain number. The
caller was advised to keep a log of the calls.
• A caller said at 4:48 p.m. Wednesday he was watching a
friend's house on Tripp Drive and someone broke in to the residence and seemed to try to start a fire. The property owner was
expected to make an official report later.
Murray Police Department
• Extra patrol was requested after vandalism to a vehicle was
reported at 12:47 p.m. Wednesday at an apartment at 1603
Campbell St.
• Charles Chambers, 40, of Murray, was arrested for possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia at 4:21
p.m. Wednesday after officers responded to a report of a male
subject in a blue car exposing himself at Wal-Mart at 3:57 p.m.
• Lyndsey Broach, 18, of Murray, was arrested on a warrant
Wednesday charging her with third-degree burglary and theft by
unlawful taking more than $300.
• Rings were reported stolen from Vernon's pawn shop at 6:31
p.m. Wednesday.
• Suspicious people were reported at Murray Country Club at
8:56 p.m. Wednesday.
• A possible prowler was reported at 10:24 p.m. Wednesday
at 1503 Glendale St.
•A possible prowler was on the front porch at 622 Ellis Drive
at 10:56 p.m. Wednesday. A similar report was made at 11:33
p.m., but the subject was gone when officers arrived.
• Vandalism was found at Bee Creek Soccer Complex at
11:46 p.m. Wednesday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

WEATHER

Council ...

From Front

From Front

was made Thursday on a public
defender.
Shadoan set LaRue's bond at
$100, 2 percent of $5,000. She
was taken into custody but was
able to make bond a short time
later. An Aug. 25 pretrial conference was scheduled.
Langford said all the unaccounted funds came from
money collected at the county
clerk's office, where payments
are made for everything from
vehicle licenses to marriage
licenses.
Most of the $12,310 was
from 2004, when investigators
say there were about $9,000 in
financial discrepancies.

another option the public safety
committee talked about before
making its recommendation two
weeks ago. Rather than limit
alcohol discounts in the evening,
Seargent amended the proposal
to ban all drink specials, regardless of the time.
The amendment failed 6-5
after discussion that included
comments about whether city
government should interfere
with businesses and the intent of
alcohol sales. Rather, the council approved the original proposal — to prohibit drink specials,
including "happy hours," from 6
p.m. to midnight.

"The only possible reason to
have drink specials is to sell
more alcohol," resident Steve
Stephens said.
Councilman Dr. Dan Miller
said alcohol was a legal product
and maybe city government
should not interfere so much in
the workings of businesses.
Stephens responded to Miller's
idea
"There are a lot of legal products — like fueworks — that are
regulated for safety," he said.
Thinking back to the original
liquor-by-the-drink ordinance,
councilman Danny Hudspeth
reminded the council and audience that the intention was to
give residents the opportunity to
have an alcoholic beverage with

their meals — not to provide
people with cheap drinks. Later,
Johnny Bohannon, who was on
the council in 2000 when the
moist legislation was passed,said
extending the curfew has nothing
to do with the meal-related intention.
Meanwhile, Lancaster seemed
surprised a couple of residents
spoke about the ordinance to
limit drink specials. Most of their
comments, however, supported
banning such specials regardless
of the hour, like Seargent's proposal.
"I really thought this (ordinance) would sail through this
group," Lancaster said. "I
believed we were trying to limit
the sales."

Tonight will be
mostly clear.
Saturday will be
mostly sunny
with highs
LOW: around 90.
Saturday night
will be mostly
clear with lows
in the mid 60s.

HIGH:

90
65

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board will
meet Aug. 1 at the airport at 6
p.m. Dinner will be provided.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Employee pricing is a good idea.
But with vehicles like this, it's pure genius.
EMPLOYEE PRICING

Dodge Durango SXT

Now,everyone gets our
employee discount PLUS

$

Base MSRP
Employee price
Cash allowance
Employee price
after cash allowance

$28,610
$25,388
— $3,500

$21,888

M3500

Cash Allowance
Dodge Ram Quad Cab'ST

It's our best deal ever on our
most award-winning lineup ever.

Base MSRP
$27,095
Employee price
$23,329
Cash allowance
— 53,000
Employee price
after cash allowance $20329*
9

DODGE.COM/PLUS
DODGE.COM

SIRIUS*

BUCKIF

800-4ADODGE

i.730
0El E

*At participating dealers only. Tax, title, license, dealer fees, and other options extra. See dealer for specific pricing details. Offer excludes all 2006 models, Magnum,Sprinter, Viper, and all SRT models.
Take delivery by 8/1/05. SIRIUS and the SIRIUS dog logo are registered trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc.
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•Space ...
From Front
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"They will actually plan a
mission and the different components of that mission," she
said.
Carter
and Harris
were selected for the
program as
MHS juniors following a special
qualificat ions
Carter
process and
space missions-related assignments that took place during a
seven-month period starting in
January. Speed said the qualifications process is academically
demanding.
Some of the special projects
required of space school candidates include essays in astronomy and manned space flight
along with proof of academic
prowess in a broad range of
subjects and career-related
plans,
according
to
International Space Station
Foundation officials. While
attending the school, the students are treated to lectures,
demonstrations and hands-on

riday. July 29, 200 • 3A

'We are in good hands with the people on the ground'
projects led by top NASA scientists involved in the shuttle
and International Space Station
program, according to the ISSF
Web site.
This
is
MHS's third
year for participation in
the
ISSF
program,
Speed said.
Seniors
Jonathan
Raj
and
Harris
Rachel
Williams took the trip last year
and had a part in Carter and
Harris' selection for 2005.
Schools and students are
nominated for participation by
former students that have a professional interest in the
International Space Station
project.
"Students from each school
are selected through a competition designed to select those
interested in the practical application of science-based pursuits," according to the site.
Students are housed in the
Clear Lake, Texas, area whenever possible by astronauts and
other NASA personnel.

By PAM EASTON
tons of supplies onto the space
Associated Press Writer
station. They planned to check
SPACE CENTER, Houston the shuttle for damage later in the
(AP) — Discovery Commander day alter NASA said a smaller
Eileen Collins said from orbit piece of foam may have hit a
Friday that she was surprised to wing during liftoff.
learn a large piece of foam broke
"1 would say there is no signiffrom the shuttle's external tank icant damage to the shuttle,"
despite years of work to prevent Collins said. "We know; we do
such shedding in the wake of the have some small damage."
Columbia tragedy.
That damage, however, isn't
However, Collins said she's any different from the beating
confident Discovery, which shuttles often sustain on the way
unlike Columbia wasn't hit by the to orbit, she said.
large piece of foam, will get her
"We are staying focused on
crew home safely.
the mission and we know we are
"Personally, I did not expect in good hands with the people on
any large pieces of foam to fall the ground," Collins said.
off the external tank," the comNASA officials have said
mander said during her first inter- Discovery does look safe to fly
views from space Friday morn- home in a week, but stressed it
ing. "1 thought we had that will be another few days before
licked."
the space agency can conclusiveCollins and astronaut Andy ly give the shuttle a clean bill of
Thomas described the setback to health.
the program as a disappointment,
NASA analysts have identibut said they believe the problem fied II areas — including
must and can be fixed.
Discovery's wings, nose and
"I don't think we should fly belly — they want astronauts to
again unless we do something to take another look at. Nine
of
prevent this from happening those areas were set to be examagain," Collins said. "The shuttle ined Friday using the
shuttle's
is due to be retired eventually, but new laser-tipped
extension to its
we've got more years in them. ... robotic arm.
I'm not ready to give up yet."
Astronauts Stephen Robinson
Discovery's astronauts spent and Soichi
Noguchi were to take
Friday morning unloading 15
a personal look at the other two

AP Photo
The nose of the space shuttle Discovery and the Destiny
module of the International space station is backdropped
against the Earth in this view from television after the two
crafts docked Thursday. This is the first time the crafts
have docked since Nov. 25, 2002.
areas — along the leading edges panels; and install a storage platof the shuttle's wings — during form on the station.
the mission's first spacewalk
In television images Friday.
Saturday. It will be the first of Robinson smiled and waved to
three orbital outings.
the camera as he worked weightDuring
the
spacewalks, lessly with Noguchi about the staRobinson and Noguchi will tion. They wore yellow plastic
replace a gyroscope, which helps hard hats for comic effect.
steer the space station; try out Robinson, with a manual in his
new repair techniques for the hand, wore a hat so tiny it didn't
shuttle's tiles and delicate carbon come close to covering his head.

NOW,MURRAY'S LARGEST & MOST ACTIVE REAL ESTATE AGENCY.

CAMPBELL REALTY
Find Your _Dream _flame In Your _Price Range.

$1341900- $279.900
Need space for the kids? This home is
on a double lot in the city. 3 bdr., one
ba. fresh point, and new carpet make
it complete. 567,900 mls #27096

ay
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This nicely remodeled home is sitting on a
beautiful lot with almost 50 feet of road
frontage. Perfect for a family or a couple
Just starting out This home has lot's of pri,racy! 3 bdr and I ba $62,500 mis #23196

ier
JUST REDUCED( Fishermen haven!
!Split bdrs and ba. gives great privacy. Nice fireplace, boat ramp is
within one mile, double car
garage, and move in ready!!!
S65,900 mis *25532
Need privacy? This 3 bdr., 2 ba.
offers just that. A great wrap
around porch for those spring days
coming up. Make an appointment
today! $59,500 mis *24699

Got the 'Country Living" urge, but
concerned about affording a nice
3 brit , 1 ba on ac? This home may
be the'Home Sweet Home"just for
you! Brick exterior, hardwood floors,
large out building with a loft with
lot's of storage. $82,900. mls #26250

Five bay clean-up shop on approx. 1
acre lot, floor drains, roll-up door, office,
restroom, additional septic system, air
compressor. $78,000 mls *25829

This home has been remodeled
throughout. All new hardwood floors,
large master bdr. with ba., beautiful
lot, appliances only one year old. This
4 bdr., 2 ba. is very open and spacious. Just $98,900 mis #26450

This home is in a great location. It is
within walking distance from the
lake and minutes from Paris
Landing & Buchanan Resort. Home
has a large 24x24 detached
garage/shop with an extra room
for a handy person. Home has 3
bdr., 2 ba. and is in a nice quite
neighborhood.
$124,900
mis
#25528

This commercial property has so
much potential for so many different types of businesses. It has been
utilized as a detail shop and a
graphic arts office. There is a small
office in front with bathroom. The
fifth bay has a separate entrance
that will allow for rental income
There is space for 20-25 cars. mis
#26079 S114,900

Looking for multi-famity or single farnly residence very close to Murray State University')
Look no further, this home is great for an
investment or a place for a student to live.
Don't just consider this as a multi-family
property — could also be a great home fcir
1st time home buyer. $94,900 rills #25173

This home can be bought turn-key
furnished. Just bring your toothbrush. Lots of updates including
wood floors, and what a great
neighborhood. 3 bdr., I ba.
$104,900 mis #26185

Country living just outside city limits. 3
bdr., 2 ba. Won't last long at this
price. Must see! $104,900. mis #25784

JUST REDUCED' You'll have to see
to believe how spacious this home
is! This lovely ranch features 4 bdrs,
2.5 ba. with family room, a wrap
around deck that is great for summertime entertaining. Great for a
growing family! Don't miss it!
$139,900. mls *25137

Absolutely the best land in
Calloway County! 305 ac. of prime
property. This property is surrounded by beautiful estates. See a virtual tour of this unbelievable property
go to bcampbellrealty.com and
preview. $959,900. mis *26455

This beautiful ranch style home sits
on a treed corner lot of 1.15 ac. It
boasts a covered porch spanning
the front of the home. A spacious
design that includes 3 large bdrs.,
office and 2 ba. Quality oak cabinets make it complete. $138,900
mls *27069

This is a beautiful working farm. 180
ac. can be row crops or pasture
land. Great brick home with 2 bdr
and 1 ba. Tobacco barn and silos
make up a complete package.
Beautiful building sites as well. This is
a great find, tucked away but yet
close to town. MUST SEE to appreciate. $779,900 mis *26616

This lovely home is situated on 11
ac. with additional barn, 6 horse
stalls, extra workshop and pond.
Inside enjoy sunroom with french
doors opening into a large family
room. 4 bdrs., 2 too, and entertainment room makes it complete.
S279,900 mis *26041

JUST REDUCEDI Great neighborhood, lots of storage in the garage,
fenced in backyard. Storage shed
all in this three tack. two ba, home.
$108,900 mis #24054

JUST REDUCED! Out in the country!
Approx. 16 ac. with a pond and
creek. This 3 bdr. 1.5 ba. with fireplace in this peacefully setting can
be yours. Come take a look and
don't miss the outbuildings, there
are four. $129,900. mis #24406

Nice home at a nice price in Murray.
Beautiful area facing city park! Features
include Thermo Tiff windows, hardwood
floors, fenced in back yard and two car
garage. Home may be sold furnished. 3
bdr. 1 ba. S56,000 mls #26237

This property is located on almost 5
ac. Perfect for a small farm or just
room to grow. Spectacular views
from huge picture windows to the
back of the property. This home is
spacious with vaulted ceilings, and
lots of upgrades including oak
cabinets, basement, great staircase, lots of windows to let the sunshine in. 3 bdr., 2.5 ba. make this
home complete. You really must
see this home to appreciate. Call
today! S169,900 mls #26295

j[ $289,900 &Up

Priced to sell! This 4 bar., 3 ba.
home offers it all! A wood privacy
fence enclosing the entire backyard with outbuilding, screened-in
porch. Inside you will find Pella windows, new hardwood laminant
floors, fresh paint. $134,900 mis
*27148

Campbell Realty is now Pre-Selling
Timberwoff Estates: Pick a floorplan
from 3 desirable plans. Price range
is from $162,500 to S197,500. Don't
miss this wonderful opportunity to
buy a new home. Call 759-8780 for
fioorplans and elevations. This
home for sale now $159,000.

Looking for a great business investment? This building is a fully furnished restaurant, equipped with
an ice cream parlor. With over
6,000 sq. ft. and 3 ac. of land you
can make it almost anything you
want. Business is open now and
ready for you to purchase.
$199,900 mls #25931

Great commercial lot! $250,000.
Two other lots available for
$499,900. Corner of Sycamore &
Hwy. 641 mls #26281

JUST REDUCED( Take a look at this
beautiful waterfront condo. 2 bdr. 2
ba. with private dock & elevator.
This unit is located on the top floor
with great views of the water.
Home is fully furnished. $134,900 mls
#25340

Business/Commercial property on
over 1 ac. Near MSU, Lowe's, &
Wal-Mart. $195,000. mis #24198

High visibility on this great commercial property, corner of Sycamore
& 12th Street. Great visual appeal
from all directions.
$499,900
mls*24035
Excellent money making potential.
Owner keeps this beautiful resort
rented out every weekend during
the summer and other months as
well. Appx. 4,000 sq. ft. pavilion, full
access bar, ref., dance floor etc.,
stage, two cabins to rent out.
Plenty of parking for camping. The
man made lake is great for swimming. This makes a great retreat for
weddings, family reunions or company picnics. $289,900 mis *26611
Lee Marine is now for sale! Large
showroom with two offices. Great
repair shop with two warehouse
buildings, with large overhead
doors. 10 storage units. A large
warehouse in which boats up to 38'
can be stored. Both property and
business for just $390,000. Property
can be bought alone. mis *25352
One of Murray's finest restaurants is
available for sale. The largest
restaurant in Murray boasts 3 levels
for a different dining experience for
everyone. The price includes
restaurant, building & equipment.
$899,900. Call 759-8780.

Located in one of Murray's most
exclusive neighborhoods this home
has great curb appeal Beautiful
hardwood floors, large master suite
with whirlpool tub. Lots of privacy
because backyard adjoins Murray
State horse farm. Three bdrs., 2 ba.
in this gracious living home.
$229,900 mls #26855

HT Marketing Building, great warehouse with loading docks. Office
building was built with quality in
mind. High executive office as well
as large work station areas for
many employees. Possible 150
parking spaces. Great for relocation of a business Of a business that
is growing. $849,900 rrils# 23095

BUY A HOUSE FROM CAMPBELL REALTY,
GET YOUR APPRAISAL FEE FOR FREE! CALL FOR DETAILS.
Member of(2)Boards of
Realtors and National
Association of Realtors
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ACLU vs. America:
A battle about war
If you are wondering where
the American Civil Liberties
Union is standing in the war
on terror, contemplate the following: the ACLU wants U.S.
courts to allow the Quran to be
used instead of the Bible when
administering the oath to
Muslims in court.
According
to the
Associated
Press, denying the use
of other religious texts
would violate the
Constitution
Making by favoring
Christianity
Sense
over other
By Michael
religions, the
Reagan
ACLU of
Syndicated
North
Columnist
Carolina said
in a lawsuit. State law currently
allows witnesses preparing to
testify in court to take their
oath either by laying a hand
over a "Holy Scripture." by
saying "so help me God" without the use of a religious book,
or by using no religious symbols.
"We hope that the court will
issue a ruling that the phrase
'Holy Scripture' includes the
Quran, Old Testament and
Bhagavad-Gita in addition to
the Christian Bible," said
Jennifer Rudinger. executive
director of the ACLU of North
Carolina.
That, however, is small stuff
when it comes to the ACLU's
activities in connection with
the war on terrorism. Take for
example their demand that the
Pentagon release more photos
of the mistreatment of prisoners at Abu Ghralb prison in
Iraq.
In this case the ACLU
thinks that all the pictures of
Abu Ghraib should be made
public. The only possible purpose for that would be nothing
less than to inflame Middle
Easterners even more. It can
have nothing at all to do with
punishing the prisoner abusers
- that's already been done.
They are being prosecuted, are
being found guilty and are
being put in jail. The ACLU
seems hell-bent to inflame the
radical Islamists and present
them with more video, more
film, more pictures that they
can use to go out and recruit
more terrorists and suicide
bombers to kill more and more
Americans.
I can't reach any other conclusion but that the ACLU feels
the only way for this war in
Iraq to end is to have more
Americans die so that the back-

bones ot the American people
will weaken, as happened in
Vietnam, and will finally
demand that Washington stop
fighting the terrorists there and
pull out. I'm convinced that the
ACLU has reached the conclusion that the only way they can
accomplish this is to pour more
fuel on the fire and allow the
enemy to recruit more terrorists
to kill more Americans.
I firmly believe that the
ACLU wants more Americans
to die so that the war will end.
Those who served in
Vietnam wondered why they
were spat upon, ridiculed and
treated with no respect when
they came back. They can now
see firsthand what the left was
doing while they were serving
their country in Vietnam and
risking their lives. We simply
cannot allow them to get away
with it this time around.
Just remember what happened when we left Vietnam.
Remember what happened to
the South Vietnamese people,
many of whom were killed or
thrown into brutal concentration camps. Remember also
what Pol Pot did in Cambodia.
With the U.S. out of Southeast
Asia he butchered more than a
million of his own people. My
makeup artist Jennie's entire
family was murdered by Pol
Pot.
If we walk away from Iraq
the way we walked away from
Vietnam, what will happen
there and in the Middle East
will make what Pol Pot did
look like a Sunday picnic.
I don't know how much
longer the American people are
going to put up with this sorry
ACLU bunch. They are the
ones who caused prayer to be
banned in our schools, and
they are the ones who have led
the attack on the Boy Scouts of
America. It seems that they are
dead set against anything that
is American, and anything that
is foundational to the nation.
They go out and find the
fool who is unhappy with some
praiseworthy traditional
American value, and with the
help of liberal judges' use that
fool as a legal tool to beak
down some tradition that has
helped America to be great.
Mike Reagan. the eldest son
of the late President Ronald
Reagan, is heard on more than
200 talk radio stations nationally as part of the Radio
America Network.
Lookfor Mike's new book
"Twice Adopted." E-mail
Comments to mereagan@hotmail.corn.
i© 2005 Mike Reagan
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Former CIA officer sues to publish bin Laden book
The CIA is squelching publication of a
new book detailing events leading up to
Osama bin Laden's escape from his Tom
Bora mountain stronghold during the U.S.led invasion of Afghanistan, says a former
CIA officer who led much of the fighting.
In a story he says he resigned from the
agency to tell, Gary Bemtsen recounts the
attacks he coordinated at the peak of the
fighting in eastern Afghanistan in late 2001,
including how U.S. commanders knew bin
Laden was in the rugged mountains near the
Pakistani border and the al-Qaida leader's
much-discussed getaway.
Berntsen claims in a federal court lawsuit
that the CIA is over-classifying his manuscript and has repeatedly missed deadlines
written into its own regulations to review
his book. His attorney, Roy Krieger, sail he
delivered papers to the U.S. DistLica Coat
in Washington after hours Wedtitotday.- °CIA spokesman Paul Gimigiliano said
Bernsten's manuscript is subject to the same
pre-publication review as that of all former
employees.
"There, the guideline is that it contain no
classified information," he said. "In this
case, the process is moving forward."
During the 2004 election, President Bush
and other senior administration officials
repeatedly said that commanders did not
know whether bin Laden was at Tora Bora
when U.S. and allied Afghan forces attacked
there in 2001.
They rejected allegations by Sen. John
Kerry, then the Democratic presidential
nominee, that the United States had missed
an opportunity to capture or kill bin Laden

WASHINGTON
TODAY

When I watched the presidential debates, it was clear to
me ... the debate and discussions on Tora Bora were --J4
from both sides — completely incorrect.

By Katherine Shrader
because they had "outsourced" the fighting
to Afghan warlords.
"When I watched the presidential
debates, it was clear to me ... the debate and
discussions on Tom Bora were — from both
sides — completely incorrect," said
Bemtsen, who won't provide details until
the agency finishes declassifying his book.
"It did not represent the reality of what happened on the ground."
A Republican and avid Bush supporter,
Berntsen, 48, retired in June and hasn't spoken publicly before.
His book chronicles chapters of his 23
yews, with the agency. Berntsen spent most
of his career as a case officer in the Middle
East, serving as the top U.S. intelligence
official in three countries.
It covers his role handling the agency's
response to al-Qaida's 1998 bombings of
two U.S. embassies in East Africa. And the
book continues through late 2001 when he
was assigned to command a CIA team
inserted into Afghanistan, code-named
"Jawbreaker" — the title of his book, tentatively due out in October.
Berntsen said the story highlights the
actions of four brave Muslim American men
who went with him.
It's also about decision-making: "Who
stepped up, who didn't in all of this," said
Berntsen, the recipient of two of the CIA's

-AIRMIIP•riten
three highest medals, one for preventing
Islamic extremists from assassinating the
Indian prime minister in 1996.
He said he felt compelled to write his
story. Byt he also acknowledges he retired
two years early because he ruffled senior
management feathers. It was ciear he
wouldn't get further promotions.
Krieger said his client's First Amendment
rights are being violated. He's also suing
under the Administrative Procedures Act,
arguing that the agency has taken more than
twice the 30 days allowed by regulation to
review the 330-page book.
Bemtsen's book is one of a handful written recently by former CIA officers who
have wrestled with the agency over what
could be published.
An agency official said the regulations
state the goal in general is to complete prepublication review within 30 days. For
longer or more complex manuscripts, that
review may take longer, added the official,
who spoke on condition of anonymity
because the litigation is pending.

The Foreign Policy of Guilt
West needs to assert its moral right for safety from Islamic totalitarianism
In the aftermath of the
bombings in London. Prime
Minister Tony Blair has asked
the British people to remain
calm and maintain their daily
routines; the terrorists win, he
says, if one gives in to fear.
This, you may remember, was
also George W. Bush's response
after Sept. II, when he called
on Americans to return to our
shopping malls and not be
afraid.
But we should be afraid —
precisely because of Blair's and
Bush's policies.
We face an enemy, Islamic
totalitarianism, committed to
our deaths. Its agents have
shown an eagerness to kill
indiscriminately in London.
Madrid, New York and elsewhere, even at the cost of their
own lives. They continually
seek chemical and nuclear
weapons; imagine the death toll
if such devices had been used in
London's subway bombings. In
the face of this mounting threat,
what is our response?
Do we proudly proclaim our
unconditional right to exist? Do
we resolutely affirm to eradicate
power base after power base of
the Islamic totalitarians, until
they drop their arms, and foreign governments and civilian
populations no longer have the
nerve to support them?
No. Blair's response to the
London bombings, with Bush
and the other members of the
G8 by his side, was, in meaning
if not in explicit statement, to
apologize and do penance for
our existence.
Somehow we in the West

GUEST OPINION
By Yaron Brook and Onkar Ghate
and not the Palestinians — with
their rejection of the freedoms
attainable in Israel and their
embrace of thugs and killers -are responsible for their degradation.
Thus, we must help build
them up by supplying the terrorist-sponsoring Palestinian
Authority with billions in aid.
And somehow we in the West
and not the Africans — with
their decades of tribal, collectivist and anticapitalist ideas —
are responsible for their poverty. Thus we must lift them out
of their plight with $50 billion
in aid. This, Blair claims, will
help us -triumph over terrorism."
The campaigns in
Afghanistan and Iraq might be
considered exceptions to this
orgy of penance, but that would
be an error. In neither war was
the aiin to smash the enemy.
Unlike in WWII, when the
Allies would flatten cities to
achieve victory, the American
and British armies, by explicit
order, tiptoed in the Middle
East.
Terrorists and insurgents
went free, free to return to kill
our young men, because we
subordinated the lives of our
soldiers to concern for the
enemy's well-being and civilian
casualties. Our goal was not
victory but, as Bush so often
tells us, to bestow with our soldiers' blood an unearned gift on
these people. "freedom" and

"democracy," with the hope that
they would then stop killing us.
According to Blair, our duty
is to shower the globe with
money. According to Bush, our
duty is to shower the globe with
"democracy." Taken together,
the meaning of their foreign
policy is clear. The West has no
moral right to exist, because it
is productive, prosperous and
free; materially and spiritually,
with its money and its soldiers'
lives, the West must buy permission to exist from the rest of
the world. But the rest of the
world has an unquestionable
right to exist, because it is
unproductive, poor and unfree.
Until we in the West reject
this monstrous moral premise,
we will never have cause to feel
safe.
What we desperately need is
a leader who proclaims that the
rational ideals of the West, reason, science, individual rights
and capitalism, are good — that
we have a moral right to exist
for our own sake — that we
don't owe the rest of the world
anything—and that we should
he admired and emulated for
our virtues and accomplishments, not denounced. This
leader would then demonstrate,
in word and deed, that if those
opposed to these ideals take up
arms against us. they will be
crushed.
Support for totalitarian Islam
will wither only when the
Islamic world is convinced that

the West will fight — and fight
aggressively.
As long as the insurgents
continue with their brutal acts
in Iraq, unharmed by the mightiest military force in human history, as long as the citizens of
London return to "normal" lives
with subways exploding all
around them, as long as the
West continues to negotiate
with Iran on nuclear weapons
— as long as the West continues to appease its enemies,
because it believes it has no
moral right to destroy them,
totalitarian Islam is emboldened..
It is the West's moral weakness that feeds terrorism and
brings it fresh recruits. It is the
prospect of success against the
West, fueled by the West's
apologetic response, that allows
totalitarian Islam to thrive.
Bush has said repeatedly, in
unguarded moments, that this
war is un-winnable. By his foreign policy, it is. But if the
British and American people
gain the self-esteem to assert
our moral right to exist--with
everything this entails — victory will be ours.
Yaron Brook is the executive
director of the Ayn Rand
Institute in Irvine, Calif Onkar
Ghate, Ph.D. in philosophy, is
a seniorfellow at AR!. The
Institute promotes the ideas of
Ayn Rand, the best-selling
author of "Atlas Shrugged" and
"The Fountainhead" and originator of the philosophy of
objectivism.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Kathaleene Jones
Mrs. Kathaleene Jones, 79, LaGrange. Ill , formerly ot the Boa/
community, sister of Mike Rives of Murray, died luesday. July 26,
2005, at a hospital in LaGrange.
A homemaker, she was a former member of Braward Baptist
Church, Countryside, Ill.
Her husband, Fred Jones, to whom she had been married for 4.6
years, and one sister both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Rudolph Ross Rives and Rubye Jones Rives.
Survivors include three sons, Lee Jones, Aurora, Ill., Jimmy
Jones, Bolingbrook, Ill., and Paul Jones, Mayfield; six brothers, J.T.
Rives and Vasteen Rives, both of Boaz, Emmion Rives, Paducah,
Larry Rives, Marion, Ronnie Rives, Mayfield, and Mike Rives,
Murray; seven grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of
Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Liberty
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).

Mrs. Mary Novaline Ross
Mrs. Mary Novaline Ross, 89, Benton, died Wednesday, July 27,
2005, at 10:12 a.m. at Raulerson Hospital, Okeechobee, Fla.
She was a member of Church Grove United
Methodist Church, Benton.
Her husband, Arlie K. Ross, preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Rufus
Haltom and Minerva Holly Haltom.
Survivors include two sons, Arlie R. Ross and
wife, Joetta, Okeechobee, and William Ross,
Benton; one brother, Joe Tom Haltom and wife,
Betty, Benton; four grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
A graveside service will be Saturday at 11
Ross
a.m. at Haltom Cemetery. The Rev. Jolinne
Balentine will officiate.
Visitation will be at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
Benton, from 9 to 10:45 a.m. Saturday.

Terry Thomas Courtney

C

Terry Thomas Courtney, 52, Hickory, brother of Dennis
Courtney, Murray, died Wednesday, July 27, 2005, at 8:10 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired employee of General Tire and Rubber Company.
He was a member of St. Joseph Catholic Church and Knights of
Columbus.
One brother, Stephen Courtney, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lisa Norsworthy Courtney; one
son, David Courtney, Hickory; one daughter, Mrs. Lora Canter and
husband, Lyle, two grandsons, Colby Canter and Courtland Canter,
and his parents, Charles Mark and Aline Thomas Courtney, all of
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Mary Claire Colliver, Lexington; four
brothers, Charles Courtney, Paducah, Conrad Courtney, Pryorsburg,
Kenneth Courtney, Huntsville, Ala., and Dennis Courtney, Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Dave Johnson and the Rev.
Philip Reed will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jamie Norsworthy, John K. Reed, Hubert
Gibson, James Cox, Kyle Clark, Jeff Darnell, Brian Mohan and
Mike Norsworthy. Burial will follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5:30 p.m. today
(Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Multiple Sclerosis
Society, 11700 Commonwealth Dr., Suite 500, Louisville, KY
40299.

Hussein questioned about bloody 1991 Shiite
uprising, two U.S. Marines killed by insurgents
By BASSEM MROUE
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Saddam Hussein was called to a
hearing where he was questioned about repression of the
Shiite uprising in 1991, which
erupted after U.S.-led forces
drove the Iraqi army out of
Kuwait, the chief investigative
judge said Friday.
In ongoing violence, two
Marines were killed by insurgent gunfire •,d'" rocket-propelled grenadciin western Iraq,
prompting ti.S. jets to pound
insurgent positions with hightech bombs, officials said
Friday. A U.S. soldier died in
Hussein
central Baghdad after a singlevehicle accident. The deaths
brought to 11 the number of Thursday, and answered quesU.S. troop fatalities in Iraq this tions alone during the 45-minute
hearing, said Judge Raid Juhi of
week.
Elsewhere, a suicide attacker the Iraqi Special Tribunal, set up
detonated an explosives belt in a to try the former dictator.
Juhi said he expects to concrowd of Iraqi army recruits in
clude
the criminal investigation
the town of Rabiah near the
Syrian border, killing at least 25 into Saddam's alleged crackand wounding 35, a police gen- down against Shiites in southern
Iraq, as well as his campaign in
eral said.
Officials said the attack the late 1980s to force Iraqi
of the
occurred in the midst of recruits Kurds from wide areas
former
the
for
date
trial
A
north.
who were training in a securityin the
controlled area and that some of dictator will be announced
days, Juhi said.
the guards may have knowingly coming
Saddam is expected to stand
allowed the attacker to enter.
for his alleged
The United States has placed trial in September
massacre of
1982
the
in
role
new urgency on training Iraqi
in Dujail north
soldiers and police to assume Shiite Muslims
of Baghdad. It will be the first of
greater security responsibilities
what are expected to be about a
troops
foreign
other
and
so U.S.
trials involving Saddam
dozen
can begin going home next year.
his key henchmen.
and
summoned
Saddam was

In Baghdad, a car bomb
exploded near a joint U.S.-Iraqi
patrol in the dangerous Dora
neighborhood, police reported.
At least three civilians were
wounded but casualty reports
were incomplete, police Lt.
Thaer Mahmoud said.
A U.S. military statement
said the two Marines killed
belonged to Regimental Combat
Team-2 of the 2nd Marine
Division and were killed
Thursday by small arms and
rocket-propelled grenade fire in
a village west of Haditha about.
170 miles west of Baghdad.
The Marines reported killing
nine insurgents, five believed to
be Syrians, during an engagement Thursday in the same
small village.
Jets from the 2nd Marine Air
Wing dropped three laser-guided bombs and one global positioning system guided bomb on
three buildings used by the
insurgents as firing positions,
destroying all three of them, the
statement added.
A U.S. soldier assigned to
Task Force Baghdad was killed
in a single-vehicle accident late
Thursday.
Following a rash of attacks
and abductions of diplomats in
Iraq, the Philippine Embassy in
Baghdad has relocated its
employees to Amman. Jordan,
Foreign
Philippine
Undersecretary Jose Brillantes
said.
"We continue to maintain our
diplomatic ties with Iraq,"

Brillantes said. "The embassy in
Baghdad remains open and the
diplomats in Baghdad are in
Amman for security reasons
occasioned by the recent kidnappings of diplomats."
He said the Filipino diplomats will be in Amman "for an
indefinite period of time." It was
not clear if all of the embassy's
Filipino staff have relocated.
Iraqi militants last month
freed Filipino accountant Robert
Tarongoy after almost eight
months in captivity.
Tarongoy, 31, was the second
Filipino known to have been
taken hostage in Iraq. Truck
driver Angelo de la Cruz was
freed last year after the
Philippine government granted
the militants' demand for the
early withdrawal of its small
peacekeeping contingent from
Iraq -a decision strongly criticized by Washington and other
allies, but applauded at home.
On Thursday. the U.S.
ambassador to Iraq said the military is considering offering protection to foreign diplomats in
Baghdad after al-Qaida agents
killed three Arab envoys this
month.
"Coalition forces ... are planning to look at this problem and
see what could be done to fix the
security for the diplomats."
Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad
said.
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Curtis Smotherman
nt

The funeral for Curtis Smotherman was today (Friday) at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bob Haley and Dr.
Jim Simmons officiated. Congregational singing was led by Charles
Edwin Stubblefield.
Pallbearers were Paul Hawes, Carlos Buchanan, George Cruz,
Leif Cannon, Matt Lee and Josh Mathis, active; Jeff Graves, Jeff
Mitchuson, Gary Jon, Sam Henry, Larry Wise, George Rehmus, Ed
Rehmus and Mike Farley, honorary. Burial was in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay for Life, P.O
Box 1080, Attn. Pal Latimer, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Smotherman, 16, Scott Fitts Road, Murray, died Monday
July 25, 2005, at 7:42 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A student at Calloway County High School, he was an avid BMX
racer. He was a member of New Concord Church of Christ. He was
born April 8, 1989, in Calloway County.
Survivors include his mother, Susan Smotherman, his fathei
Terry Smotherman, one brother, Thomas Smotherman, and grand
parents, Charles and Donna Henry and Bill and Mary Smotherman
all of Murray: several aunts, uncles and cousins.

Charles Eston Hodges

tses

The funeral for Charles Eston Hodges was today (Friday) at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Pixley Funeral Home, 322 W. University Dr
Rochester, Mich. John Laster of Rochester Church of Christ officiated. Burial was in the Christian Memorial Cemetery. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to Moslem Hospital Transportation Fund.
Mr. Hodges, 84, Rochester Hills, Mich., formerly of Farmington, Ky.,died Tuesday. July 26,
2005, at his home. His death followed a lengthy
illness. An Army veteran of World War II, he had
retired from Millwrights Local #1102. He was
active in the Mayfield, Ky., Chapter #369 of
Free and Accepted Masons as well at the Rizpah
Shrine in Madisonville, Ky., and the Mayfield Shrine Club.
Born Sept. 7, 1920, he was the son of the late John and Estella
Hodges.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Alderdice Hodges; one
daughter, Mrs. Patricia Pearson and husband, John, Rochester Hills,
Mich.; grandson, William Pearson; one sister, Mrs. Lorena
Valentine, Puryear, Tenn.; one brother, William Bobby Hodges,
Cookeville, Tenn.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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prices as of 9 a.m
Dow Jones hid. Avg.-10,691.50 • 14.05 IBM.---- -.83.91 +0.11
27.28 - 0.06
Air Products ......-............60.55 + 0.20 Intel
0.03
Kroger
AT&T
- 0.10
BB&T
Bell South----------27.74 + 0.03 McDonalds......--....-.-30.% +
Briggs & Stratton ..............36.90 0.00 Merck ......................_.-31.11 • 0.18!
Bristol Myers Squibb ......25.13 - 0.04 Microsoft -----..........25.83 +
Caterpillar ...........---53.95 OA) J.C. Penney..
.56.99 - &34.1
- 0.08 Pepsico, Inc
Cbesron Texaco Corp
5C.09 + 0.16
Daimler Chrysler ......---48.89 + 0.63 Pfizer Inc.
-26.92 + 0.15
.36.24 -0.01
Dean Foods
.0.02
Regions Financial
- 0.06
Exxon-Mobil...-....
Seberieg-Plough_..20.99 - 0.02
10.80 0.00
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+ 0.80
- 0.03 Seers BAIN Carp -157.29
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Warmer
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General Motors ...-..----3730 - 0.22
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+
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US
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+
--46.15
..................44.25 + 0.59
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HopFed Bank* ..........15.90 B 16.10 A Wal-Mart ---......-.49.95 + 0.13
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Cibatta Sensations

Great Starter Appetizers
$4.50

Fried Dill Pickles

White cheese, red onions, bacon,lettuce, tomato and
Ranch dressing on toasted Cibatta bread.

A Huge Hand Breaded Basket

$9.95

Shrimp & Crawfish Fondue
A House Favorite

Thin Sliced Roast Beef

Garden Fresh Salads

Grilled Swordfish

$1 1.95
Cibatta
on
bacon
and
tomato
onion,
red
lettuce,
With
the
on
side.
Aioli
Garlic
bread.

$6.95

Grilled/Fried Chicken Salad

Wraps

$5.50

Caesar Salad

A spinach herb tortilla stuffed with ham,turkey, bacon.
Romaine lettuce, tomatoes and Cheddar jack cheese
drizzled with our homemade Ranch dressing.

$6.95

Cobb Salad

A garlic herb tortilla stuffed with spicy buffalo chicken
strips, lettuce, cheese,green onions and both Ranch
dressing and Buffalo sauce.

... .$5.25

Fresh Iceberg lettuce mixed with cucumbers,tomatoes,
red onion and cheese.Your choice of dressing.

A flour tortilla with grilled chicken breast, Romaine lettuce.
Mozzarella and Parmesan cheese and Caesar dressing.
Sandwiches and wraps served with your choice of slaw.
fries, fresh made potato chips or sweet potato fries.

Hearty Sandwiches
$6.95

J. Edward's One Dish Lunch

(Add cheese SOrt extra) 8 oz.ground chuck with lettuce,
tomato and a slice of onion,served on a toasted bun.

$7.50

Baked Mostaccioli

$7.95

Penne pasta topped with marinara sauce,ground beef.
Mozzarella and Parmesan cheese

Served with mashed potatoes,smothered with sauteed
mushrooms,onions and brown gravy.

$7.25

J. Edward's Hot Brown

Hickory Smoked Ham & Havarti
$5.95
Horseradish Cheese

Thin sliced ham and turkey over bread with cheese
sauce,tomatoes, bacon and wedge fries.

On country white bread with lettuce, tomato and
chipotle mayo.

Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich

$6.95

Chicken Caesar Wrap

Chunky Blu Cheese dressing add -$1.25

Hamburger Steak

$6.95

Buffalo Chicken Wrap

Mixed greens topped with smoked turkey, green peas,
sliced eggs, cheese, and bacon.Your choice of dressing.

J. Edward's Burger

$6.95

J. Edward's Club Wrap

Add grilled chicken -$2.00
Crisp Romaine lettuce tossed with Caesar dressing
and topped with croutons/grated Parmesan cheese.

$7.95

"Kentucky's Biggest"

Country fried steak, served with mashed potatoes and
our own special gravy.

$5.95

Topped with cheese,lettuce and tomato
on country white bread.

Portabella Sandwich

$7.95

With sauteed peppers & onions, melted cheese and
blue Wasabi dressing on toasted Cibatta bread

Thin sliced chicken breast on a bed of Romaine lettuce,
topped with mushrooms,tomatoes,red onions and
fried eggroll wrappers with your choice of dressing.

J. Edward's House Salad

$6.95

Smoked Turkey

Shrimp,salmon and steaks are available from
our dinner menu. An 18% gratuity may be
added to parties of 8 or more.

$5.95

Marinated and grilled portabella mushrooms topped with
rrsscred red peppers and onions served on a toasted bun.
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They resided in the Lynn Grose
community and were members
of Salem Baptist Church. Mrs.
Crouch has been a member for
80 years. She was a Sunday
School teacher for the TEL
class and also played the piano.
Mrs. Crouch has one sister.
Mrs. Reba Lee, who also resides
at Glendale Place. Their brother, James Sims, died Oct. 5,
1971. Mrs. Crouch has one
niece, one great-nephew, several great nieces and several
great-great-nieces and nephews.
She was employed at Lynn
Grove School as secretary and
bookkeeper for 16 years and
also employed at the Lynn
Grove Post Office for 1 1/2
years. After seven years of
employment at the Lynn Grove
Milling Company, Mrs. Crouch
retired. The milling company
was owned for 50 years by

\Irs. Winnie Crouch of 905
Glendale Place. Murray. celebrated her 99th birthday on
July. 19. She was born on that
date in 1906 in Calloway Counts to the late James and Connie Sims. She 'a as married to the late
Gordon Crouch for 76 years.
•

•• • • •
Our Registered •
Bridal Couples:
•
Laura Nikon
& Thomas Enzendorfer
•

•
•

•

Trish Spengler
& Eric Evenstade

•

•

•

•
•

Erin Grogan
& Justin Lewis

•

•

Jessie Radke
& Jeff Leddy

•

•
•

•

•

Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle

•

Tonya Bain
& Mark Wallace

•

o

•

•

Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver

•

•

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. 4
MATINEES FRI. 729-SUN. 7/31

Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade

•

•

•

•

Maggie Snyder
& Joe Laird

•
•
•

•

Dava Winebarger
& Micah Miller
Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones

•

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

•

Theatres

•

Angela Alcott
& Tim Murphy

•

Gordon Crouch.
Her favorite hobby was gardening, but now she enjoys
many activities at Glendale
Place. Her favorite hobby is
Bingo.
The birthday festivities
included Mrs. Crouch and her
family attending worship at
Salem Baptist Church with the
members singing "Happy Birthday" to her. She celebrated her
day with a party at Glendale
Place with family and friends.
The Glendale Place Sunday
School Class honored Mrs.
Crouch with a birthday cake
and a dozen red roses on July
24. Gail Turner gave a brief
reflection of the life of Mrs.
Crouch.
Mrs. Crouch was also honWinnie Crouch
ored with a residents' birthday
at Glendale
the late Fleetwood Crouch and party on July 25
Mrs. Crouch's husband, the late Place.

•

Must Love Dogs
PG13 - 1:10 -3:20 - 7:20- 9:25
The Bad News Bears
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:15 - 9:35
Charlie & The Chocolate Factory
PG- 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:05 - 9:30
Stealth
PG13- 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:55

•
•

Miriam Rogers
& Jason Hill

•

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
Bridal- Registry cee gltN •

University Square • 12th St
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
•
Saturda 10-2

•

•

•

Wedding Crashers
R- 12:55 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:50
Program Information Call 753-32' -
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TAP. BALLET. POINTE, JAZZ AND LYRICAL DANCE - AGES
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- REGISTRATION
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3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
903 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 753-5352
Eno Arent Gillum - DirectoriOwner
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Engagements

Jenkins and Hutson

Williams and Gould

Kenny and Kim Jenkins of Puryear, Tenn., announce the
Brian and Maureen Williams of Murray announce the engageengagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Ma!- ment and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Nellie Alislone Jenkins, to Syd Hutson, son of Mike and Pam Hutson of sa Williams, to David Gould,
son of Tim and Ann Gould of
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Peoria, Ill.
Miss Jenkins is the granddaughter of June Cole and David.. _ Miss Williams is the granddaughter
of the late Harry and
Bogard of Murray and of Morris and Gloria Jenkins of Puryear. Alice Hosey of Old Hickory,
Tenn., and Eunice Williams and
Mr. Hutson is the grandson of Don and Betty Paschall of the late Bill Williams of Nashville,
Tenn.
Cottage Grove and of the late Rudy and Mable Hutson of Buchanan,
Mr. Gould is the grandson of the late Leonard and AnntoniTenn.
ette Wochner of Bloomington, Ill., and the late Eugene and
The bride-elect, a 2003 graduate of Henry County High Angela Gould of Mem., Ill.
School, attended Murray State University for two years, and
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of St. Mary's College,
will attend West Kentucky Community and Technical College Notre Dame, Ind. She is employed
as a professional photogin August. She is employed by Campbell Therapy Center, Paris, rapher.
Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of the University of St.
The groom-elect, a 2002 graduate of Henry County High Thomas, St. Paul, Minn. He is employed
by Lagron-Miller
School. is a junior at Murray State University. He is employed Company.
by Interrail Signal, Cottage Grove.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 20, 2005, at 1:30 p.m.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 6, 2005, at 6 p.m. at at the Cathedral of St. Mary of the Immaculate
Conception.
the home of the groom-elect's parents at Cottage Grove.
Peoria, Ill.
All relatives and friends are invited.

BirthAnnouncement

EventReminders
The following are reminders of events planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
et Times:
Brett Morefield, daughter of Danny and Teresa Morefield of
Hardin, and Erik Watson, son of Bruce and Robin Watson of
Paducah, will be married tonight, Friday, July 29, 2005, at 6:30
rr,i. at Walnut Street Baptist Church, Benton. All relatives and
nds are invited.
;

rit

Keila Brown, daughter of Ted and Lisa Hart of Puryear,
Tenn., and Eddie Krause, son of Rosemary Krause of Oshkosh,
Wis.. and Larry Krause of Pans, Tenn., will be married Saturday, July 30, 2005, at 2 p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church,
Puryear, Tenn. All relatives and friends are invited.
Erin Cayce Grogan, daughter of Barry and Fonda Grogan
of Murray, and Justin Paul Lewis, son of Buddy and Joyce
Lewis of Paducah, will be married Saturday. July 30. 2005, at
4:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.
Amy Ross, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dayton Lasater of
Palm Coach, Fla., and Joe Ross of Murray, and Trevor Pervine, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pervine of Murray, will be
married Saturday, July 30, 2005, at 4:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
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Jessica Jean Radke, daughter of Paul and Rosanne Radke
of Murray, and Jeffrey Jacob Leddy, son of Sam and Sissy
Leddy of Jackson, Miss., will be married Saturday, July 30.
2005, at 6 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray. All
relatives and friends are invited.
Heather Le Anne Jacobs, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
R. Jacobs of Pine Bluff, Ark., and Nathan Ross Beane, son
,of Mr. and Mrs. Randy Roy Beane of El Dorado, Ark., will be
.married Saturday. July 30, 2005, at 6 p.m. at Lakeview House,
El Dorado, Ark. A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.

Jack William
Elmore
Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Elmore of Murray are the parents of a son, Jack William
Elmore, born on Tuesday. June
14, 2005, at 7:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
15 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Amy Canon. Two sisters
are Katie and Abby.
Grandparents are Bill and
Teresa Elmore of Tok. Alaska,
and Beale and Sylvia Canon
of Murray.

Jack William Elmore

•Health Express
From Page 6A
Aug. 24, 8:30 to 11 .:-3 a.m.
- Marshall County Senior Citizen Center in Benton.
Aug. 29, 9 to 11:30 a.m. Duncan's Market in Murray, and
from 1 to 3 p.m. - East Y
Grocery in Murray.
Aug. 30, 9 to 11:30 a.m. Senior Citizen Center in Dover.
Tenn.
Aug. 31, 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 to 3 p.m. - First
United Methodist Church in Murray.
Additionally, MCCH Health
Express will offer the following

••

stop:
Aug. 16, 8 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 3 p.m. - Free Osteo
Heel Scans, Glaucoma Screenings, and blood sugar screenings at the Center for Health
& Wellness in Murray.
Also available at these

screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood
in the stool.
For more information on the
August Health Express schedule or about the screenings
offered, call 762-1348.

Jennifer Rhea Whitmer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
P. Watkins Jr. of Hopkinsville and Gary Whitmer and the late
Ann Whitmer of Nashville, Tenn., and Robert Carlton Taylor,
son of Mr. and Mrs. David P. Taylor of New Concord, will be
married Saturday, July 30, 2005, at 6 p.m. at Fruithill Baptist
Church, Crofton.

KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
• 6.000 to 24,000 BTU

• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

Cortnee Elizabeth Elkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Elkins of Murray, and Bradford T. Cope, son of Ronnie and
Elaine Cope of Mayfield, will be married Saturday. July 30,
2005, in Harrisburg, Ill.

Ginn and Arnett
Mr. and Mrs. David Ginn of Cerulean announce the engagement of their daughter. Sara Jane Ginn, to 2nd Lt. Samuel
Allan Arnett.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science degree in public relations and
English. She has been working as regional manager with the
American Heart Association in Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect, a Calloway County native, graduated from
Murray State University in 2003 and is currently in Officer
Candidate School at Fort Benning, Ga. He will be commissioned as a 2nd lieutenant in the United States Army on Aug.
18, 2005.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 27, 2005, at 7:30 p.m.
at Oakland Manor, Hopkinsville.
The couple will honeymoon in Jamaica and will move to
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., for the groom-elect's training in military police at the Officer Basic School. After training the couple will be stationed at Ft. Leavenworth. Kan.

Small deeds done are better than
great deeds planned. -Peter Marshall

Menus for the lunchrooms in Calloway County Schools
have been released by Patsy Woodall, food service director.
Murray City Schools will open on Aug. 9, according to Marie
Stalls, food service director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, for Calloway on
Aug. 6 have been released as follows:
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, fresh fruit, fruit
juice and milk available daily) Friday - sausage biscuit. Lunch
(chef salad, vegetables, fruit and milk available daily) Friday
- pizza. tuna salad sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt.
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk available daily) Friday sausage biscuit; Lunch (vegetables, chef salad, fruit and milk
available daily) Friday - chicken nuggets. Chuckwagon sandwich and pizza.
High - Breakfast (Poptarts, muffins, fruit juice and milk
available daily) Friday - sausage biscuit; Lunch (chef salad,
pizza, hamburgers, vegetables, fruit and milk available daily)
Friday - chicken nuggets, Chuckwagon sandwich.

III
20 Years
Experience
in Hundreds
of Trials as Both
a PresecuItar &
Weise Alamo!

MURRAY
APPLIA
NCE
We Service AN Brands'

Read The Community Pages Daily

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

The

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses

1

MEET OUR NEW MANAGERS

Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirement benefits to your employees.

il WOODMEN OF THE WORLD

o

/42 LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OMCE:OMAHA. NEBRASKA

www.wooilailhaLeom

J

Attorney at Law
Hutchens Professional Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-4LAW (4529)
• Criminal Defense & DUI's
• Divorce & Family Law
• Bankruptcy--Chapter 7
• Mediation
• Auto Accidents
"Integrity and Experience working for you."

X•04....tlekl 406$4,
4
The 19th Weeruns
I• Children's Consignment Sale
Ladies clothing also'

DON'T MISS ITI

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

July 29th (11 a.m.-4 p.m.)
July 30th (10 a.m.-3 p.m.)
Items 1/2 Price!
Thousands of items including clothing, baby equipment and
furniture, maternity clothing, toys, and basically
everything for children'

L)

J
1

Special: Hundreds of boutique items at a fraction of retail'
And many new books!
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etFACTORY
ION
CONNECT
Br.j'ids oveless

Moist INestent Coupon • No Other Discounts Apply
Expires 8131105)

Eyecare Specialties
3011 S. 12th St.• 759-2500

16 mg um

Randall A. Hutchens

NM

NM

l
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Visit our new web-site: factory-connection.com
ii NORTH 12TH rDEET.tJURRAY KY•7211933

CHESTNUT KIS SHOPPNG CENTER

Call toll free 1-877-753-5551
Or visit the website at: wwickyweeruns.coM
This sale is HUGE' You have got to set it to believe it!
And it is held ONLY in Murray, KY'
;Located on Hwy, 641 across from. twain Taylor Chevrolet

v- .

Look for the red and white striped building,
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

L....
ADVENTIVIS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 900 a.m.
Worship
Sat 10:15 a.m
Sabbath School

ANGLICAN
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Ma)field Highaay, Benton. KY 42028
270-52741002
10.00 a in
Service

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
01•VENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
BLOOD RIVER
a m & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
8:45
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
CHERRY CORNER
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
5 p.m.
Church Training
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
7 p.m. Worship Service
Wednesday
10:45 a.m.
CHURCH
BAPTIST
COLDWATER
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
9745 a.m. Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Morning Services
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Awakening
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
SINKING SPRING
6:30 p.m. Morning Worship
Wednesday Service
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. Evening Worship
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
SOUTH MARSHALL
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
10 a.m.
Sunday School
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. Wednesday
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Worship 8:45 8411 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
5:00 p.m. Sunday School
9700 a.m.
Discipleship Training
10 a.m.
Worship Services
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
6 p.m.
1100 a.m. Discipleship Training
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
ST. JOHN
FAITH BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
SUGAR CREEK
FIRST BAPTIST
10 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m. Worships
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Worship 830 & 10755 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wednesday
WEST FORK
FLINT BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Wednesday Evening
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
6:45 p.m. Sunday Evening
Evening Worship
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
1045 a.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
GRACE BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
m.
a
9:30
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Worship
Wa-ship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
11 a.m. & 6 p M. Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m. Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
S. 9.15 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
CATHOLIC
S. 9715 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. School,
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4:00 p.m.
7 p.m. Saturday Mass
Wed. Worship
10:30 a m.
Sunday Mass
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday School
600 p.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Saturday Mass
Worship
S a in & 11 am
530 p.m. SWAIN' Masses
• Church Traitting
7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Worship

CHRISTIAN

HILLTOP BAPTIST
11100 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 1100 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7-00 p.m.
1A'eclnesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
117110 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m & 6 p.rn.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 is n71 & 6700 p m
Preaching
700 p.m
Wednesday Night

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9:30 a.m
Bible School
10:30 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
7.00 p.m_
Wednesday Worship

10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday

LOCUST GROVE
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2.00 p.m.
1st Sunday
200 p.m
3rd SundayMEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
II:00 a.m.
Worship

CHRISTLIII NOM SEMIS

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

Throughout our lives,
we each have developed
many habits, though not
all habits we acquire are
good ones. Quite often
we develop habits that
could be harmful or
unpleasant to us or to
those around us. Surely
good eating and hygiene
habits, along with exerphysical health
maintaining
to
important
cising, are
health can
spiritual
good
Similarly,
well.
and feeling
church or
your
attending
regularly
be obtained by
a good
having
and
Bible
the
synagogue, reading
sindevelop
to
easy
as
just
prayer life. However, it is
Since
ones.
good
develop
ful or bad habits as it is to
we are known by habits which become part of our
lives and personality, negative behaviors such as
cursing, complaining, arguing or lying are just a few
that should be avoided so as to not adversely affect
our character. No one wants to be thought of in a negative way, so we should always try to remember that
our actions and speech should reflect the goodness
and love of our Heavenly Father.
Even a child shows what he is by what he does;
you can tell if he is honest and good.

GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 cm.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 cm.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 cm.
Sunday Bible Class
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Night
Wednesday
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
ME OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Classes
Bible
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 cm.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

A OtrisciAm
littiremewt Coameolity
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905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

MERCURY
LINCOLN

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St.
1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

LIFFNERILN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Worship

UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 cm.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

011111C11 Mali MIT
IF LIMB INF WITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 am,
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:45 & 11 a.m.
Worship
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Worship

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.in.
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

LYNN GROVE
9:30 a.m
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1030 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

•
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PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.ni
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship

MT. CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School

11(1.4"e•

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.
'

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Here "IO
Help Yours.

Our Family Is

1707 W. Main • Murray • 270-753-1962

READY MIX CO.

212 E. Main St.• 753-1586

Honor your father & your mother,
so that you may live long in the
land the Lord your God is giving
you.
— Exo. 20:12

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
— 2 71mothy 4:7
753-3540
East Main Street

"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"

(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
10:30 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship

nirrs BLOCK 6

Murray Appliance
and TV

MURRAYER & TIMES

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

NEW CONCORD
10 a.rn
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed 7 p m

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 630 p.m
Worship

DEXTER-HARDIN UNTI'ED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship

KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
117()0 a.m
Morning Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
10 *.m.
Sun. Spiritual Training
11 cm.
Sun. Celebration Service
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship

moepumarr
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship

FREEDOM HOUSE
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 5pm
Worship

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday
6:00 p.m
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m
Wednesday PM

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship
5:15 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.

NAZAR=
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 sin.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night

n 759-8780 • bcampbellrealty.com

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10.00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m.
Sundays
7:00 p.m
Wednesdays

11111111111111111111111111W
FORD

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9700 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10 30 a.m. & 6 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training

CAMPBELL
REALTY

gtenate

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 cm.
Sunday School
10:45 am.
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1/2 miles west of Lynn Grove
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

lo• thd• sole•r-t•best11,, ich•• ttttt be•
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RUSSELL CHAPEL UNE!ED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 am.
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

METHODIST

Good News Bible Proverbs 20:11

FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a rt.
Sunday School
11 00
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday

By Our Habits
We Are Known

NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Night
10:00 cm.
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

CARROLL TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT,INC.

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

1305 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-1489

Pmfessional Care with a Personal Touch

Michelin - Toyo - Yokohama - Multi-Mile

208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-9500

WE DELIVER!

VICTOR'S
1301 MAIN ST.• MURRAY

1,04. @V,

•••••-

)k6For All Special Occasions
1

304 Main St., nviiir 42071
270 7

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13
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WORSHIP
Russell's Chapel couple among those
recognized with conference award
By United Methodist Reporter
Presented annually to one lay
person and one clergy person in
each annual conference, the
Denman Evangelism Award is
the highest honor a United
Methodist can earn in evangelism.
The award is named for the
late Dr. Harry Denman, a distinguished lay evangelist that Dr.
Billy Graham called "my mentor
in evangelism." The awards are
made possible by the Foundation
for Evangelism which was
founded in 1949 by Denman.
The
2005
Memphis
Conference Denman Awards
UfiAR Photo
were presented to Blondie Bishop Dick
Wills, right, presents, from left, the Rev. Don
McClure of Russell's Chapel
Thrasher, Frankie and Blondie McClure with the Denman
UMC near Murray and Dr. Don
Thrasher, pastor of Northside Evangelism Award — the highest honor that can be given
United Methodist Church in for bringing people to Christ.
Jackson, Tenn.
the congregation began quarterly that are designed to reach
Thrasher has served as the prayer walks where members unchurched people. A new
senior pastor of Northside of four knocked on doors in the neigh- women's ministry called "Yada
years. Average worship atten- borhood and prayed with resi- Sisterhood" is offering monthly
dance at Northside has increased dents for specific concerns. praise and fellowship gatherings.
steadily to 708 for the year 2004. Additionally, Thrasher offers Under Thrasher's leadership, the
Under Thrasher's leadership, several sermon series each year attention of the church is focused

WHAT WOULD
JESUS DO?
By Dr. Richard Youngblood
Question: As a Christian
I say a prayer of thanks
before meals, but I feel
uncomfortable doing this in
a public place like a restaurant. What would Jesus
do?
Jesus never commanded
that we say a prayer of thankfulness before our meals, but
he did set an example for us.
When he miraculously fed
crowds of 5,000 and 4,000,
Jesus first "gave thanks" for
the food and gave it to the
disciples to serve the multitudes. In the upper room on
the night just before he was
betrayed and crucified, he
took bread and the fruit of the
vine, gave thanks and gave
them to his disciples telling
them to "do this in remembrance of me." But thankfulness seems only natural to
anyone who appreciates
God's abundant blessings in
life.
However, Jesus did warn
his followers: "And when you
pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they love to pray
standing in the synagogues
and on the street corners to be
seen by men. I tell you the
truth, they have received their
reward in full. But when you
pray, go into your room, close
the door and pray to your
Father, who is unseen. Then
your Father, who sees what is
done in secret, will reward
you"(Matthew 6:5-6 NIV).
Jesus was not as concerned
about prayer in public as
about the motivation for
prayer. To pray in public with
the boastful and prideful purpose of being seen by others
as a super-righteous person is
hypocritical. The people who
see you will not know the difference, but both you and
God will know the motive.

On the other hand, we
should never be ashamed of
our confession of faith before
the world, whether in words
or by the life we live. Jesus
said. "Whoever acknowledges me before men, I will
also acknowledge him before
my Father in heaven. But
whoever disowns me before
men, I will disown him
before my Father in heaven"
(Matthew 10:32-33).
Daniel also provides a
good model for us. A law was
passed by the Medo-Persians
that whoever prayed to any
god except the King would be
put to death. Daniel did not
defy the law out in public, but
he did continue to pray in his
usual manner. He went to his
room,opened the windows
toward Jerusalem and prayed
three times a day, as was his
custom. He still did this
knowing that he could be
seen when praying. Daniel
was thrown into the lion's
den, but God saved him
(Daniel 6).
Each of us must decide for
ourselves the question about
when to pray. Ask yourself
these questions:
Am I saying a prayer of
thanks in order to be seen by
men as do the hypocrites?
Am I ashamed to pray when
others may observe me as a
Christian? Or, Am I faithfully
following my regular custom
whether in private or public?
What you choose to do
depends on what is in your
heart.
Send questions or comments to University Church of
Christ. 801 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or phone
753-1881. This article is
reproduced on the Web at
www.nchrist.org.

In Our

CHURCHES
Sugar Creek Baphs' t hods revival services

ugar Creek Missionary Baptist Church will have its summer
revival starting Monday and continuing through Fnday.
Bro. Brett Miles will be the speaker for the worship services at 7:30
each evening. Prayer meetings will be at 7 p.m.
Bro. Darrell Walker, pastor, and Bro. Derek McCallum, youth minister, invite the public to attend.
The church is located on Faxon Road, about two miles off Ky. 94
East, Murray.
For transportationm call Gerald Walker at 753-7560.

outward on the unchurched in the
area.
Blondie and Frankie McClure
are passionate about introducing
children to Jesus Christ. In 1980,
instead of purchasing a new family car. the McClures bought a
I5-passenger van so they could
Kiricsey United Methodist Church will have its Vacation Bible
transport children to church on
School on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 'Me theme will be
Sundays and on Wednesday
nights. The church outgrew the
The public is invited. For more information or transportation, call
van and then purchased two 489-2323 or 489-2910.
buses.
The church will have revival services starting at 6 p.m. Sunday and
Blondie McClure drives one continuing at 7 p.m. Monday and Tuesday.
of the buses every week on his
The Rev. Roger Hopson will be the revival speaker. The church
rounds to pick up children. Every invites the public to attend. For more information. call 489-2323.
Wednesday night, approximately
45 children and youth attend
The McKendrees will present a concert on Sunday at 6 p.m. at
Bible study at the church and he
teaches the teen-agers. The Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Following the concert, an ice cream social will be held.
McClures also take children and
The church invites the public to attend this special gospel music
youth on fishing trips, hay rides
and pizza parties. and make sure program
every child who wants to go to
Lakeshore gets that opportunity.
A benefit music concert for the family of Sean Pemwell will be at
The McClures have been Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church on Sunday at 2 p.m.
responsible for hundreds of chilGuest performers will be For Heaven's Sake, Nelson Key and Gary
dren and youth accepting Jesus Vacca.
Christ as their personal Lord and
The church is located 10 miles out Ky. 94 East by turning right on
Ky. 1346 then right on Liberty Road.
savior.

larksey UMC plans Bible school, revival

McKendrees will be at Cherry Comer

Liberty to have benefit concert Sunday

ChurchBulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor,
will speak about "The Big
Giveaway" with scripture from
John 1:35-46 at the 9 a.m. worship service. Bette Tucker will
direct the children's church.
Steve Sexton will be the pastor's assistant. Bobby Etheridge
and Bob West will serve as
greeters. Tina Sexton will direct
the choir with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
accompanists. Special music
will be by Tara Etheridge.
Sunday School with Michael
Brunn as superintendent will be
at 10:15 a.m. Everyone is
encouraged to attend the revival
with the Rev. Roger Hopson as
speaker and fifth Sunday
singing at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Memorial Baptist: Dr.
James Simmons, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. His morning sermon will be
about
"Upward
Bound
Families...Communicate!" Paul
Adams is music director with
Kathy Thweatt and Misty
Williams as accompanists. The
sanctuary choir will sing
"Midnight Cry" at the second
morning service. Diane Basiak
will have "A Time for
Children." Assisting will be J.T.
Lee and Mark Cohoon. Sunday
School will be at 9:40 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: The
Rev. Dr. Chad Foster. pastor.
will speak about "Jesus Takes
Care of Our Needs" with scripture from Matthew 14:13-21 at
the 10:30 a.m. 11th Sunday
after Pentecost worship service.
Holy Communion will be celebrated with Charles Benzing as
elder. Sunday School and Adult
Bible Class will be at 9 a.m.
with a social hour at 9:45 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, senior min-

ister, will speak about -It is God" with scripture from Lanna McGary, guest minister
Finished" with scripture from Romans 8:26-39 at the 10 a.m. from Madisonville, will speak
John 19:25-30 (NKJ) at the 9 worship service. Margaret about "God and Solitude" with
a.m. worship service. Jeremiah Boone is choir director with scripture from Matthew 14:13Tatum, guest speaker, will Brett Brown as pianist. Mrs. 21 at the 10:15 a.m. worship
speak about "What Time Is It?" Boone will sing a solo,"0 Lord service. Laura Lee Winchester
with scripture from Ecclesiastes Most Holy." Carol Allen will be will give the children's sermon
3:1-8(NKJ) at the 6 p.m. wor- liturgist. Church School will be and will sing a solo,"You Raise
ship service. Todd Walker, at 9 a.m. and Korean Worship at Me Up." Mark Dycus is minisassistant minister and song 4 p.m.
ter of music with Julie Warner,
leader, will direct the song servEmmanuel Baptist: The Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
ices. Assisting will be Dwaine Rev. Dr. Paul McWherter, pas- as accompanists. Assisting will
Rogers, Artie D'Elia, Jimmy tor, will speak about "Make be Emily Gaddie, worship
Ragsdale, Kevin Mack, Jim Way for God"(What can we do, leader; Doug Henry, communFaughn, Prentice Darnell and as a church, to prepare for ion meditation; John Fuqua and
Allen McKee!. Other ministers revival?) with scripture from June VanderMolen as elders;
are Garry Evans, Involvement, Hosea 5:10-15, 14:1-9 at the 11 Ron Melone, Diana Arnett,
and Nick Hutchens, youth. A a.m. worship service and about Melanie Dawson, Theda Farris,
short worship service will be at "He Brought Us Out to Bring Lyn Ryan Tim Allbritten, dia5 a.m. and Bible classes will be Us In" with scripture from conate. A churchwide potluck
at 10:15 a.m.
Hebrews Deuteronomy 6:20-25 lunch will follow the morning
Poplar Spring Baptist: at the 2 p.m. worship service. service.
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will Sunday School will be at 10
First Baptist: Dr. Allan
speak about "Does Your a.m. and a Fifth Sunday dinner Beane will speak about "40
Conscience Bother You?" with will be at 12:30 p.m. in the fel- Days of Community — Better
scripture from Genesis 42 at the lowship hall, prepared by the Together — Becoming the
8:45 and 11 a.m. worship serv- young people to raise money Church We long For" at the
ices. The 6 p.m. service will be for "Camp 2006." No 6 p.m. 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship
a Song and Praise Service fea- worship service will be con- services. He will also speak at
turing talent from the church ducted.
with a potluck fellowship meal
First Christian: The Rev.
See Page 10A
to follow. Mark Hardison will
lead the worship services.
Accompanists will be Hazel
Brandon. Susan Reynolds, Dee
Lipford, Missy Williams and
Carol Kelly. Sunday School for
Please Ain
(
1.4 .919r 3
all ages will be at 10 a.m.
University Church of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Jonah:
The Pouting Prophet" at the 10
a.m. worship service. A Prayer
goes/.7"erformers are..
meeting time with emphasis on
prayer for the young people at
..7br heaven's (Sale, Xelson 3Cey
the beginning of the school year
garyVacca
will be at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Assisting Sunday
morning will be Eugene Bustle,
6unolay, Yuly 31 •2p.m.
Walter Irwin and Jerry Stark.
Danny Claiborne is worship
leader and Jeremy Swindle is
youth and family minister.
10 miles out 94 E. turn nght on Hwy. 1346 turn nght on Liberty Rd.
Bible classes will begin at 9
a.m.
First Presbyterian: The
Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery,
co-pastor, will speak about
"Nothing Between You and
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This is your imitation to attend a series of

GOSPELNE
,, ETINGS
to

held at the

Hickory Grove
Church of Christ
1131 Hickory Grove Road. Alma, KY 42020

July 31st - August 4th
with

Ron Hutchison
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:
Sunday Morning
Bible Study - 9:00 a.m.
Worship - 10:00 a.m.
Evening Services
Sunday - 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursday - 7:00 p.m.
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- First United Methodist Church
Contemporary Worship Service

503 Maple (off the Court Square)• 8:45 Sunday Mornings • Beginning August 7th
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the 6 p.m. worship service.
Larry Seward will direct the
music with Margaret Wilkins
and Lisa Ray, accompanists, at
the 10:55 a.m. service and the
praise team will be in charge of
the 8:30 a.m. service. Faye
Austin will sing "It is Well with
My Soul" at both morning services. The sanctuary choir will
sing "I Will Worship You/I
Exalt Thee" at the second service. Joetta Kelly, minister preschool and children, will give
the children's sermon and
Gloria Choate will speak abut
"Freed by Christ Ministry
Report" at both morning services. Assisting will be Rick
Melton and Bert Siebold, deacons of the week, Boyd Smith,
associate pastor of students,
Terry Garvin, associate pastor
of education, teaching and
Rebecca
administration,
and
Cheryl
Cunningham
Crouch. Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m.
First United Methodist:
The Rev. Richard P. Smith, pastor, will speak about "No Way
to Spend Your Time " with
scripture from Mark 13:16-37
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship
services. Dr. Pamela Wurgler iS
minister of music with Joan
Bowker as organist. Kenneth
Oeth will sing "0 Divine
Redeemer" at the first service
and the chancel choir will sing
"Beneath the Cross of Jesus,"
accompanied by Tracy Leslie,
pianist. and Joan Bowker,
organist, at the second service.
Rev. Smith will conduct the
children's moments. The Rev.
Linda McKnight, associate pastor, will assist, along with the
acolytes, Andrea Graham and
Beth Courtney. Church School
will be at 9:50 a.m.
of
Coldwater Church
Christ: Richard Guill, minister,
will speak about "The Masonic
Order #1" with scripture from
I
and
5:10
Ephesians
Thessalonians 5:21 at the 10:15
a.m. worship service . Worship
in Song with scriptures will be at
the 6 p.m. service with song
leaders being men of the congregation. Also assisting will be
Darrell Brandon. Kevin Smith.
Lindon Ferguson,Richad Jones,
Dustin Lax. Gene Colley. Jason
Jones, and Bill Vincent. Greeters
will be Darrell and Hazel
Brandon and Bill and Maria
Vincent. A finger food fellow-
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ship will follow the 6 p.m. service.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about "At Wit's End" with scripture from Galatians 4:8-20 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service and
about "The Children of
Promise" with scripture from
Galatians 4:21-31 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Tommy Scott is
director of music. The choir will
sing "Days of Elijah" with Jill
Herndon as soloist and Stacy
Wortham will sing a solo at the
morning hour. Shea McWherter
will present special music at the
evening hour. .Ron Wright and
Ron Hubbard Sr, deacons of the
week, will assist. Eric Miracle is
minister of students and Shelly
Harris is minister to children.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Higher Praise Worship
Center: Service for Sunday will
be a Time of Prayer (P.U.S.H. Pray Until Something Happens)
from 9:30 to 10 a.m. The 10:30
a.m. service will begin with
Uplifting Praise and Worship led
by the Praise - Team leader.
Associate Pastor Troy Clere, followed by a message by Pastor
Clere. A Time of Prayer will be
at 5 p.m. followed by the 6 p.m.
worship service with Pastor
Clere speaking. Family Training
service will be Wednesday at 7
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist: The Rev.
Joey Reed, pastor, will speak
about "Wounded Healers" with
scripture from Genesis 32:2231, Romans 9:1-5 and Matthew
14:13-21 at the 10:50 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will
be at 9:45 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Wayne T. Hall. new minister,
will speak about "When We
Walk with The Lord" at the 10
a.m. worship service and about
"These Are Such Busy Days" at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Bible classes for all ages will
be at 9 a.m.
West Fork Baptist: Wayne
Carter, pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Alvin Usrey will
direct the music with Cyndy
Satterwhite and Janet Arnold as
accompanists. Halee Greer will
sing a solo at the morning service. At the evening service any
pencil who would like to sing
will be given the opportunity.
Sunday SchoCil will be at 10
a.m.

Edginess between America's two
biggest religious blocs is fading
By RICHARD N. OSTLING
AP Religion Writer
Evangelical Protestants and
Roman Catholics — the
nation's two largest religious
blocs — have a relationship
that's been marked in the past
by hostility and tension.
But now, almost 500 years
after Martin Luther, one of the
top U.S. evangelical thinkers
has co-authored a book that
finds an increasingly warm relationship between Catholics and
evangelicals.
"Is the Reformation Over?
An Evangelical Assessment of
Roman
Contemporary
Catholicism" (Baker) by Mark
A. Noll and Carolyn Nystrom
argues that not only on contemporary political issues such as
abortion but also on matters of
spirituality Catholics and the
Protestant conservatives have
ever more in common.
Summarizing the situation,
Noll — a historian at Wheaton
College in Illinois — said in an
interview that he sees "quite
serious differences, but not differences of life and death as
they were regarded for at least
four centuries."
He believes three events in
particular fostered harmony:
IN Catholicism's Second
Vatican Council (1962-65),
which encouraged contacts with
Protestants and abolished for
good the papacy's one-time hostility toward democracy and
freedom of conscience in religion.
III The U.S. Supreme Court's

1973 liberal ruling on abortion,
which provoked joint social
activism, now reinforced by the
same-sex marriage issue.
•The 1978 election of Pope
John Paul II, who became a hero
to evangelicals for helping topple European Communism and
for speaking effectively on
behalf of Christian tradition.
Other religious thinkers
beyond Noll and Nystrom, a
freelance writer who attends
Noll's Presbyterian church,
agree that the climate is warming.
"The admiration for John
Paul II is simply astounding
given (evangelicals') historic
real hatred for the papacy," says
William Shea of the College of
the Holy Cross.
His 2004 work "The Lion
and the Lamb: Evangelicals and
Catholics in America"(Oxford)
parallels the Noll-Nystrom
book from the Catholic side. If
anything, he thinks, Pope
Benedict XVI is closer to the
evangelicals' outlook than John
Paul II.
Even Michael S. Horton of
Seminary
Westminster
California, an evangelical who
remains sharply critical of
Catholic theology, says that "the
perceived cultural collapse of
the West has become such an
overwhelming preoccupation of
conservative Catholics and
Protestants that just about anything and everything else is on
the back burner."
The political turnabout since
the 1960 presidential campaign
was neatly framed last year by

religious right activist Gary
Bauer:
"When John F. Kennedy
made his famous speech that the
Vatican would not tell him what
to do, evangelicals and
Southern Baptists breathed a
sign of relief. But today evangelicals and Southern Baptists
are hoping that the Vatican will
tell Catholic politicians what to
do."
Though the culture wars
command much of the media
attention, Noll and Nystrom are
more interested in spiritual links
between the two groups, which
combined make up more than
half of all American churchgoers. A notable example: When
the Rev. Billy Graham first
preached in Cracow, Poland, the
man who invited him was in
Rome being elected Pope John
Paul.
Meanwhile, on the official
level, the Vatican and the U.S.
Catholic bishops are much more
engaged with the centrally
organized "mainline" Protestant
churches than the conservative
evangelicals.
That increases the importance of unofficial talks, in particular "Evangelicals and
Catholics Together," led by
Catholic priest Richard John
Neuhas of First Things magazine and prison evangelist
Charles Colson. Participants
have issued four joint state-

Catholic church looking to lay people to fill in for priests
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — For Sandra to ensure that people have the tools they need
Holloway, volunteering to help the Catholic to assume greater roles in pastoral care, social
ministry, multicultural ministry, youth 5ipchurch comes as part of the religion.
"When we're biptized, %Tye have an obliga- istry and other fields.
Classes will be offered in Louisville's
tion and a responsibility to be the hands and
the feet and the eyes and the arms of Christ," Maloney Center and elsewhere in the 24said Holloway, a parishioner at Mother of county archdiocese. The move comes partly
Good Counsel Church in Louisville who has in response to an archdiocesan report earlier
volunteered in religious education and hospi- this year that urged parishes to prepare for
when they might not have a priest to celetal visitation.
Holloway fills those roles willingly — and brate Mass every week.
ood
The lay ministers are
out of 9..1. The Catholic church is relyin
apingihe
more se paid. lay staff members to do jolillie.They'retvelunteering.
of the
e"
Sal Della; e la, Ira —Mir
work,"
onceigndled by a parish priest.
The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of archdiocese's Office of Ministry and
Louisville is launching a lay ministry institute Spirituality. "What they're needing is train-
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ments (Noll endorsed the first
was
Horton
two, while
opposed) and are at work on a
fifth.
Noll and Nystrom acknowledge that evangelicalism can be
prickly and puzzling — a complex movement consisting of
denominations, local congr,Igations, independent organizations and individualistic leaders.
Like Noll, Shea thinks most
ongoing disagreements stem
from two radically different
views of the church.
"We Catholics are churchy
people and we have a stack of
beliefs about the church and
perceptions of the church that
evangelicals don't have," Shea
says, calling this "the big block
that is almost insurmountable."
famously
Evangelicals
champion the Reformation principle of "Scripture alone" as the
source of religious authority,
whereas Catholicism enshrines
both Scripture and tradition as
interpreted through the church.
Other . examples. include the
authority of the papacy and its
dogmas about Mary.
Yet both Noll and Shea
believe the evangelicals are
much closer to Catholicism on
central Christian teachings than
more liberal Protestants.
So, does that mean the
Reformation is over? Noll summarizes:"The answer is not yes,
but it's moving in the direction
of yes."
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BAPTIST
Hwy 641 • Just north of stoplights in Hardin
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ing."
About 34,000 people nationwide were
working at least 20 hours a week in paid or
volunteer Catholic lay ministry positions in
2002, according to a study by the Center for
Applied Research in the Apostolate at
Georgetown University.
About 200 lay people — twice the number of active priests — already work at least
20 hours a week in Louisville archdiocese
parishes, with the salaries range from
4.29,000 and to about$45,000 for a lay minister, depending on their credentials and job
description, archdiocese spokeswoman
Cecelia Price said.
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HELP WANTED

CNA/CMA

Murray-Calloway County Parks

Full Time,6A-2P
Prefer experience but will train, pleasant

NOTICE

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
will conduct an accreditation survey of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Laboratory on August 23, 24 and 25, to evaluate the organization's compliance with nationally established Joint Commission
standards.

and Recreation
Part Time Workers (20-40 hrsJwk.)
$6.00 - $7.00/hr.

Anyone believing that he or she has pertinent and valid information
about quality of care issues and the safety of the environment in
which care is provided may request a public information interview
with the Joint Commission's field representative at the time of the
survey. Requests for a public information interview must be made in
writing to the Joint Commission no later than five working days
before the survey begins, and must indicate the nature of the information to be provided at the interview. Such requests should be
addressed to:

The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring
part time workers for 20-40 hours per week.
Must be available to work weekends and holidays. Pay will depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers
license, Applications are available at the park
office at 900 Payne Street between 8:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Monday-Friday.

Office of Quality Monitoring
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
The interviewee will be notified of the date, time and place of the
meeting.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
is an independent, not-for-profit, national body that oversees the
safety and quality of health care and other services provided in
accredited organizations. Information about accredited organizations may be provided directly to the Joint Commission at 1-800994-6610. Information regarding accreditation and the accreditation
performance of individual organizations can be obtained through
the Joint Commission's Wab site at www.jcaho.org.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County Treasurer's final
settlement for FY 2004-05 has been filed
in the Calloway County Clerk's office.
Audit for same period will be published
upon completion.

Mks

Sandra's School of Dance
announces registration

Monday, August 1, 2005
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Corner of 9th and Fairlane
Ages 3 Er Up
Classes offered in Tap, Ballet, Jazz,
Pointe, and Gymnastics
For further information please
contact Sandra Stone at:
•
(270)753-5010 or (270)293-3590
050
Lost and Found
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Notice
COPELAND
Orchards.
Peaches •Nectarines
•Tomatoes
.Vegetables
grown.
home
All
location.
Murray
(270)623-8312

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
rl,ded one we'll
Youoi
to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Dental
PRACTICAL
Assisting We are now
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005.
You wilt be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a new career. Most
dental assistants have
evenings, weekends &
holidays off. For information visit our website
www.BohleDentalcorn
or call our office (270)
Limited
442-0256.
enrollment! Call Now
Put your home
videos on DVD.
Your tapes stay
safe! $24.95
OAKWOOD STUDIO

753-7050

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
$9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
calls please.

Mt RI

‘i)1\1,.

CDL driver needed for
dump truck 759-0501
or 753-1637

""'

46.111.1111-11L

411-40-40-

REGISTERED DIETImonthly
for
CIAN
review in 25 bed nursin
ing
home
Tennessee 731 -2473205, ask for Anita
earn
DANCERS
51,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
DRIVERS
OC/KY, A KY BASED
BULK CARRIER HAS
NEW BUSINESS.
NEED DRIVERS AND
OWNER OPERATORS
W/ HAZMAT IN
OWE NSBORO,
CALVERT CITY, AND
LOUISVILLE. MUST
HAVE 2 YRS OTR,
GOOD RECORD. WE
OFFER FULL BENEFITS, 401k, SIGN-ON
BONUS.(800)3281657

pair of
LOST: 1
women's eyeglasses
on the court square
during the 4th of July
Parade. Can't see!
Please return. Reward.
EXPERIENCED appli753-9615
LOST: female Beagle ance technician. Sid
Appliance.
in New Concord area. Fulton
753-2887, 436-2820 (270)443-1991
after 6PM Reward!!!
EXPERIENCED commercial electrician for
ligRelp Wade!
local work. 752-0778,
ask for Chns.
$$$ Good Pay $$$
and FULL-TIME Customer
Dependable
people Support
enthusiastic
part-time Representatives
needed
evenings available to Needed. At least one
set appointment for year
local business. $7./hr + college required. 18
bonuses. For interview paid days off/year,
after health, and life insurcall
12noon.(270)753-6009 ance Email
to
resumes
PURYEAR NURSING
candice0powerclaim c
HOME NEEDS weekom or mad to Hawkins
R.N. Flexible
end
Research, 406 N. 4th
hours. 731-247-3205
St. Murray, KY 42071.

Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone

lis

CLOTHING company
accepting applications
for Seamstresses that
can: Sew. Surge,
Applique, and Finish.
Any crafting experience would be a plus.
Hours 8:00 to 4:30
Monday-Friday, salary
DOE. Apply in person
8-12 Monday-Friday
308 Main St., Murray,
KY 42071. 270-7533753

om,

FULL-TIME Software
Developer Needed. At
least 2-year degree
required. and
minimum one year
experience preferred.
and
.NET,
VB6,
MSSOL experience
needed. Great benefits
Email
package.
to
resumes
candice0powerclaim c
Offl Of
Hawkins
to
mail
Research. 406 N. 4th
St, Murray. KY 42071

-.111..-•

2005 SALE

Help Wanted

atmosphere, good working conditions.
Apply in

The Calloway County Board of Education has
an immediate opening at Southwest Elementary
for a Paraprofessional for Educational and
Health Services. The primary responsibilities
for this position are to provide educational and
medical/physical support for children with special needs. Minimum requirements include two
years of postsecondary education and verification of status as a Licensed Practical Nurse.
Salary is commensurate with educational level
and years of experience in working with children in a medically-related position.
An application, available at the Calloway
County Board of Education, should be submitted in addition to verification of licensure and
postsecondary schooling. These required documents may be sent to: Deborah Plummer.
Director of Special Education, Calloway
County Board of Education, P.O. Box 800,
Murray, KY 42071 on or before 9:00 a.m.,
August 4, 2005. The Calloway County Board
of Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

altasi

person

Fern Terrace of Murray, LLC
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

Bull Pen
now accepting
applications
for experienced
kitchen help.
Apply in person
Between 2pm-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th
Street.
company
LOCAL
accepting resumes for
inside and outside
sales positions, shop
foreman, general laborer employees and truck
dnvers. Mail resume to:
1040-R,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071
established
LOCAL
business seeking fulltime receptionist/customer service rep. Must
have excellent people,
computer and typing
skills. High school
diploma required. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071

Help Warded

Want to Buy

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F gam-1pm only' 1800-578-8799
SALES Management
Must
Opportunities
have excellent people
skills, good work ethic
and be willing to train
people. For consideration, either call Michael
Nance 270-762-9137
or send resume to:
660-8 North 12th St..
Murray, KY 42071.

NOW buying all scrap
metal aluminum cans
and scrap cars (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts 1850 ST RT 121
South 753-5562
USED carpeting, electnc baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

Puryear
SMALL
Nursing Home looking
for
responsible.
dependable Certified
Nurse Assistant for resident care. Call Carolyn
1-731-247-3205.
Tue/Wed/Thurs 8AM2PM
WANTED: Asplundh
Tree Experts looking
for CDL drivers, bucket
operators, and experienced trimmers Call
David Chapman, cell#
859-314-5088 or 859983-6040
090
Domestic a Childcare

_arsav

HR/IT Coordinator
Liartiner Denser. Inc. an S800M worldwide manufacturer of air
compressors. pumps. and blowers has an immediate opening for a
Human Resource Specialist in Mayfield. KY. This position repons
directly to the Operations Manager and has HR/IT responsibility
for the Air Relief Centnfugal Compressor Business.
The successful candidate must be an energetic. detail-oriented
person with excellent computer skills and a working knowledge of
MS networking. software, and operating systems. Cottununication
skills along with ability to maintain confidentiality are critical. A
4-year degree is preferred and HR expenence is required
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefits package.
Please send resume and salary history in confidence to:
Operations Manager
Air Relief. Inc
P.O. Box $11
Mayfield. KY 42066
No calls pkase Equal Opportunity Employer INF/DN

Trigg County Hospital
Director of Pharmacy
(Full-Time Position)
and Relief Pharmacist
(1-2 days per week)
Must posses B.S. in Pharmacy from
an accredited College of Pharmacy
& an active license within state of
Kentucky to
practice pharmacy.
Send resume to:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online at:
www.trigghospital.org
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
We are looking for 4 sales people
with or without experience and 1
tech that must have own tools.
We offer great benefits. Excellent
working environment. Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.
Murray Ledger &
Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

4. •

*It

New Fleetwood Doublewide, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, priced to
move at $2,005.00 over
invoice. Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker Homes, Paris.
(731)644-0012
1-800-533-3568

060

Steaks &Spirits
Paraprofessional for Educational
and Health Services

SI

PRN position for LPN,
Medical
Certified
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience. Covering
for vacations and illnesses. Ability to work
on short notice a plus.
be
Please
apply
resume only including
references to: Richard
H. Crouch, M.D. 300
South 8th Street 301E,
Murray, KY 42071
PROGRAMMER
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
PROGRAMMER.
a
Candidate must have 5
years of direct experience in the development of software with
the ability to troubleshoot complex problems beyond specific
areas of expertise.
Proficiency in Visual
Basic. ASP, VbScript,
.NET, SQL, Access
required. Knowledge of
Intel
Assembler,
imbedded and various
C flavors preferred.
The successful candidate will work with the
Engineering Dept. and
Systems department to
integrate hardware and
software and implement business initiatives. Candidate will
also provide network
trousupport and
bleshooting.
S'PORTABLE
otters
Scoreboards
benefits
competitive
and wages commensurate with experience.
To apply. send resume
jobs scoreboard 1 . co
S'portable
m.
Scoreboards is an
Opportunity
Equal
Employer.
RECEPTIONIST/DOCTORS ASSISTANT:
Must have good dencal skills. excellent personality dealing with
people and knowledge
of basic computer
operations Call 7591116 between the
hours of 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. to apply

CLEANING houses is
business. Cal
my
Linda H. 759-9553.
Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience
References. If interested, please call 7679428
good
a
NEED
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016
SITTER with nursing
experience will work for
elderly. 435-4594.
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls. floors, winetc.
dows,
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

STATESMAN Mower
42in,
16.5HP.
Hydrostatic. $450.
Craftsman 16.5HP. 62
hours. $250 for parts
270-492-8614
190
Fair Equipment
DOUBLE 14- plow and
7 ft. disc. Both 3 point
hitch $250 firm. You
haul. 436-5679

150
Articles
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL solid oak
bench, 10ft . restored,
$890 761-2892
sale
BRICK
for
approximately 3,500
solid and 6,000 face
bnck 753-2205
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901
HBO
&
FREE
Showtime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$19.99 per mo. plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
10
channels
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
digital
O'SULLIVAN
dock corner computer
desk and hutch (pine)
2 years old, great condition! $125. Call 7679405

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel & Wilde rock eiso
Call Terrell Tidwell

Serve
QUICK
Restaurant for sale in
Henry Co. Ranked #1
by Fortune 500 over
10yrs. Complete buy
out less than $140K.
Details for serious
only.
nquiries
(270)759-2416

180
Lawn S Garden

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

$600
BOWFLEX
OBO Call after 5, 7536384

Fleetwood.
16X80
Reduced 3/2. one
owner. great condition.
Ower help with financing. 293-7116/ 7599359
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1.0005 WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
DOUBLE WIDE:
Fireplace, Huge Master
Bed & Bath!' Low payments! Land available!
731-584-9429
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE: on 2
acres near Pans!! Call
today!! 731-584-9429
LARGE 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOME - Land
available'
packages
731-584-9429
REDUCED MOBILE
home and lot. $13.500
753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the 550's.Call 7316424438 today!!

2BR, 5255 753-6012
$300
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808
NICE 2BR No pets
753-9866

Large SelectIci
computer
DELL
Windows XP, Windows
Office, 20 gig hd.
Compaq
$150.00.
system,
complete
ME.
Windows
Office.
Windows
$125.00. Mayfield 3452911.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
111111L10Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used large
refrigerator and good
used large freezer.
753-4573

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713

LOTS for rent 753
9866
LOTS including sewer
and water Hardin area
270-527-8808

gless%ROOM,
3PC bedroom suite
Black Cherry finish.
gold tnm 270-7670848
loveseat,
COUCH,
ottoman
chair,
Greenish color. $300
set 759-9547 after
4.00
LIKE new rocker recliner and plate rack display shelf with pegs
759-5406

6L1 Dixie Chopper
23HP Kohler, nice.
$5,000. 270-345-2438

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1, 2 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 3BR apts available Please call 7538221
1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month 2BR. 1
bath, washer
dryer.
$410 month. 753-7559
2BR Apt
Cambridge
area 293-6968

-411.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Houses For Rent
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks
from MSU, w/d hookup. no pets $350 per
deposit
month
&
References required
753-3949
Daytime
after 6pm 759-3050
2BR, 2 bath, W&D,
included
water
$550/mo 753-2225
2BR,furnished & unfurapartments
nished
1604 & 1606 Miller
753-0932.
Ave
(270)519-2699
DUPLEX. 2BR, C/KA.
wid hook-up Lease
No pets. $390 plus
1802-1/2-A
deposit
Monroe Ave. 753-8002

2BR. 1 SBA All appli
ances furnished. Newly
redecorated, no pets.
References required.
753-7313 or 753-0692.
DUPLEX in town, 2BR,
1 bath $400/mo. C/H/A
and full basement with
lots of storage. 7670433, 293-5090
IN town 38R $395
month and deposit No
pets 753-5109

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large. 2 bedroom.
deck, outside storage.
all appliances including
washer , dryer
(270)759$495 mo
5885 or (2701293-7085
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St now accepting
applications for 1br
starting at 5330/month
2br townhouses, basic
rent 5360/ month Call
Leave
753-1970
Message
apartFURNISHED
bedroom.
1
ment
kitchen, living room
large
combination,
bath 767-9562 We
welcome students.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

apartFURNISHED
ment. Bedroom with
keyed lock and private
bath. share LR. Kit.
laundry. $199 mo.
Includes utilities. cable.
Internet. 270-836-8410
LARGE nice duplex
near university. No
plus
Lease
pets
deposit $525 7591087
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex. 7537457 or 436-6357
NICE. clean 1BR apartment. Univ. Hts. All
appliances furnished.
$325.
Furnished 1 & 2 bedapartments
room
downtown Starting at
$245
Lease.
pets.
No
753-4937
deposit.
days. 753-1951 or 7598926 nights
ONE bedroom apartcharming
ment in
Victorian country setting. Newly remodeled.
Large deck & great
Washer/dryer,
view.
refrigerator, stove. Very
quiet. Only $395 per
month with all utilities
paid including trash
pick-up. 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Deposit and references required. 270492-8211
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR. 1
Bath, central I-VA. all
appliances with W/D.
Great location 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2905.
WALK to school. 2BR
duplex behind KFC.
St.
13th
208 N
Washer/dryer, all applinew
ances,
carpet/vinyl. Excellent
condition. $450. No
pets. 759-9708. 2930045, 759-9505
Nooses For Reel
1BR newly decorated.
$350 plus deposit. No
pets. 753-8582
3BR, 1305 Vine 7530932.(270)519-2699
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YARD SALE
1712 OLIVE STREET
'SATURDAY JULY 30TH • 7AM-?

Yard Ws

YARD SALE
1531 STARKS
CEMETARY RD
HARDIN
FRI 7-29
SAT 7-30
7AM-?
Sectional couch,
kitchen table & 4
chairs, microwave,
clothes, knick
knacks.

GARAGE SALE
1543 OXFORD
DR IN
CANTERBURY
SAT 7/30
7AM-?
Crib, changing
table, kids' toys
& clothes, desk
& bookshelf

YARD SALE

Lots of toys (some electronic).
stuffed animals, childrens books,
toddler bed bedding, girls clothes
(3T, 4T, 6-6X) Woman's clothing
(Med-XL), gins shoes, Full size
mattress', twin headboard & chest of
drawers, cherry lingerie chest, (2) baby
beds w/mattress', home decor,
lots of stuff.

807 N. 20th
Rain or Shine
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Children, adult and
teen clothing
household goods,
Coleman lanterns
and stoves
Much more - very
cheap prices,

11••••••--

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
HWY 94E, 2
MILES, ACROSS
FROM HOPE
HARBOR
CHURCH
FRI & SAT
7-?
Kids clothes, adults
clothes, lots of what
nots Something for
everyone
Rain or shine

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(2701 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1 1
17

nmercial Prop
ri
For Sale

1 duplex for sale in
Northwood. S89.000
293-1446
Commerical Prop. For Rent
707 South 12th Street
South Center 700,
1.000. 1.200 sq.ft.
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
restrooms.
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat
OFFICE space for rent.
304 N. 4th Street.
Lower floor of Lamkin
Law Office. 753-1737
for details.
OFFICE space, Village
Center. 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
11.753-7559
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Space available from
200-6,400 sq ft. Call
293-5657, 293-3181
Pets & Supplies
BOXER puppies Fawn
and brindel 5250 4928516
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
• I to •••••11

rnick

iii i

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

YARD SALE
1253 SHORT RD.
641 N.
FRI & SAT
6:30-?

Public Sale

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

(270)
753-1927
HUGE YARD SALE
175 WEST DR.
LOCATED OFF
94E, BEHIND
EAST Y GROCERY
THURS 7/28 FRI
7/29 SAT 7/30
6-1
Furniture, toys,
brand new electronics. Something for
everyone.
All must go.

YARD SALE
1819
RIDGE WOOD
FRI 7-29 &
SAT 7-30
8-2
Furniture,
women. girls &
junior clothing,
houseware etc

MOVING
SALE
1819 Ridgewood
Dr. #2
Fri. & Sat.

7 a.m.-?
Everything must

go! Cheap!
Stair Stepper,

furniture, clothes,
home access.
YARD SALE
20 TILE DRIVE,
TAKE HWY
94E TO 280,
1/2 MILE ON
LEFT
FRI 7/29 9-1
SAT 7/30 7-?
LOTS OF
EVERYTHING!

HUGE
YARD SALE
217 Woodlawn Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Furniture, nice cheap
boy's/ girl's/ adults
clothing. 20 ton bottle
jacks, car ramps,
baby items.
what-nots.
lots of misc

baby bed,

7-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2739
STATE RT 94W
FRI & SAT
7-?
Pop up camper, golf

baby accessories.

cart, golf clubs,

Boys' infant-4T.

womens petite 4-8.

clothing of all

sizes.

collectibles, books

lots of toys

candles, home

furniture and

_much

decor. Nordic Track

more

MOVING SALE
1314
POPLAR ST
SATURDAY
7/30
7-?
Dog kennel, computer desk and monitor,
childrens and adult's
clothes, household
items, misc

ESTATE Sale:
1977 Sea Raye 1411.
boat. includes 00-20
Johnson motor, trolling
motor, fish locator, 4
metal gas tanks, and a
6 horsepower Evinrude
motor. $1.200 OBO.
1980 Chevy 350 small
block 1/2 ton 4 wheel
drive. Motor, Frame.
and 4 wheel dnve are
good_ Body in bad
shape. $800 OBO.
1987 Ford F150 351
V8 Automatic, no o/d,
little body rust, runs
good, new tires. $1,800
OBO.
Chevy
1989
Conversion Van 350
V8, rear air, runs good.
$2,600 OBO.
1979 Chevy Pickup.
lots new parts, new
tires, runs good, transmission leak. $1,000
0130.
Everything must go'
Please call Susan at
630-553-9819, 630885-3274
Reel Estate
12 acres, wooded
Privacy
homesite
galore! Call (270)9244112. Red Mill Realty
AS is: Must sell! '83
Clayton 14x70 w/ addition, 0.1988 acre, storage building, central
District
H/A, Almo
water, $9,000 OBO.
270-247-8891
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
Income -producer
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545
buy
to
WANTED
Waterfront lot on westem side of KY Lake
(618)382-8101. email:
dagar727@aol.com

f

eice Property
iliaLl

Barkley
KY-LAKE
dockable waterfront.
2 95 acres, $129,900.
new to market, won't
owner
Call
last!
(270)924-4328
Lots For SW
2 lots with restrictions
1 5 acres & 1 acre 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312
LAKE access: 2 lots in
Hills
Cedarling
Subdivision, approx.
1/2 acre each. $17,900
each. (937)885-4411,
293-7506
easy
PERMANENT
access to lake. 4 wooded half acre lots
($18,000-$22,000) or
lots
acre
1
(2)
433,000-$37,000).
Located next to 2 large
homes.
expensive
Water and electric
available. (270)2270406

Amp
52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts $49.590. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for details. MLS1
26018
460
Noma For Sale
38R, 26A, Southwest
side of town. Call for
price. 759-4762

1x2(30 words)
1 Day - $8 00
2x2(70 words)
1 Day - $15.00

er•awar-s--••••••-e-

4 bedroorn/2BA house
on 2.8 acres. 3,300
sq ft including garage.
Barn and outbuildings.
Inground pool. Call
after 5.00 753-9918

I-

s

_

3 FAMILY YARD SALE
Saturday Only! 7 a.m.-?
641 N. to 1824, Walnut Street
on right after Shed Cate
Hot Wheels, black vinyl couch set, stand
up freezer, black lacquer table & chairs,
cherry dresser w/mirror, fish tanks, Hero
Clixs, Star Wars stuff, Playstation,
Nintendo 64, Plus size 26/28, discounted
Avon, too much to mention.
YARD SALE
465 EZELL RD MURRAY. EAST 94 TO
CLAYTON RD. TURN RIGHT, GO TO
STOP SIGN, TURN RIGHT ON OUTLAND SCHOOL RD, GO TO 1ST
LEFT WHICH IS EZELL RD. 9TH
HOUSE ON RIGHT.
SAT 10-2
FRI 9-5
Household furniture, baby clothes,
baby furniture, lots more.

YARD SALE
823 South 4th
Saturday
6 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of household
stuff, jewelry,
books, 45's,
DVD's, CD's,
tools, toys,
storm windows
Come see!

YARD SALE
2000

Gatesborough
Circle
Saturday
7 a.m.-?
Pet supplies,
kids' clothes,
toys, and much
more.

GARAGE SALE
1616
SYCAMORE ST
9AM-?
SAT
Bunk bed, wicker
chairs, weed eaters,
wood stove, filing
cabinets, antiques,
weights, drop leaf
table & chairs, air
purifier, nice
comforters, plus lots
more.

GARAGE SALE
HWY 80 EAST OFF
OF HWY 641
TURN RIGHT ONTO
PURDOM ROAD,
1472 PURDOM RD
SATURDAY
7t30/05
7:30-1:30
Household items.
furniture, clothing
(mens. womens &
children) and knick
knacks

HUGE
YARD SALE
111 Poplar Street
Corner of LP
Miller St. &
Poplar
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Clothes all sizes men, women &
kids, furniture,
home decor, etc.
Rain or Shine

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE
Saturday,
July 30th
7 a.m..-1 p.m.
121 N., turn right
on Airport Rd.,
5 mi. and turn
right onto 464.
One mile on left
Toys, children's
clothes, furniture.
GARAGE SALE
Friday
6 a.m.-Noon
Saturday
6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sunday
6 a.m. - Noon
1309 Sycamore
St.
Furniture,
appliances, crafts
and much more.
INSIDE &
OUTSIDE
YARD SALE
412 N. 6th St.
Saturday
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Baby furniture &
etc., super nice
women's clothing
(small, med.,
large), couches,
chairs, bunk beds,
bedding, lots

more.

102 Lynnwood Dr. off
Outstanding
21S.
3BR, 2BA brick ranch
on nice corner lot in
great neighborhood.
This home is completely new inside. It also
has a new 24x30
garage
detached
Bonus room upstairs.
This is a must see
$136.900
home.
(270)753-8195

121 South
3 miles on left
Sat., July 30
7 a.m.-?
Furniture, 61" big
screen TV, 32" TV,
freezer, many
other items.
All must go!

MOVING
SALE
Northwood Dr.
Sat., July 30
7 a.m. - Noon
Dryer, bicycles,
knives, recliner,
candy machine,
computer desk,
paint ball gun,
misc.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
Saturday
7 a.m. - Noon
34 Knightsway
Drive
Name brand
clothes (kids &
adults), toys,
furniture,
much more.

2 bedroom A-frame
house on 497 off 94E.
By Kentucky lake,
$15,000. Joe (270)
853-4517
vertical
with
2BR
duplex behind. Great
investment. $69,500.
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
408 Chantilly Dr. 2BR,
2 full baths. Built in '97.
Fenced in badward, 1
car attached garage.
Remodeled from '0205 Like new, move-in
Asking
condition.
(270)293$69,900.
4091
5 bdrm, 2 bath. 2 large
living areas. 1,900 +
s.f. Fixer upper 1108
Elm, $58,500 David H
Realty. 753-4573
NEWLY remodeled 3
BR with garage, price
reduced. Call Ruth Ann
753-9896 or 293-7961

ENJOY life in the counry nisi 5 minutes from
the heart of Murray in
this adorable home
with completely remodeled interior Ertioy the
large yard and nice
front porch in this
pleasant neighborhood
on a closed-end street.
2 ba, 3 br with office or
playroom or 4 br. Brand
new HVAC, brand new
carpet, paint, cabinets ready to move in. 67
Countryside Dr., off
121S. $89,000, 270853-6184 or 534-0143 .
NEW 3,500 sg.ft home
overlooking Creekson
Bluff near Murray.
available.
Acreage
270-767-0958
THREE bdr., two bath.
Large living room.
Carport and fenced in
backyard. Benton, outside Hardin. $85,000
437-3871 after 5PM
des & ATV's
2004 Yamaha V-Sta
Classic 650. All black,
brand new. 753-6389
1991 Honda ST1100,
black beauty, excellent
condition, low miles,
well serviced. $3,995.
436-5610

2004 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer, loaded,
$27,000
warranty.
293-7493
'02 Nissan Xterra XE 4
cyl. 5 spd. Cloud white,
less than 30,000 miles.
condition.
Perfect
$13,700. Call 759-4712
2000 Tahoe LT 4x4.
Loaded with tow package, very clean, garage
kept, 77,xxx $18,000
OBO. 437-4510, leave
message.
1998 Ford Explorer
Ed.
Bauer
Eddie
Leather,
loaded,
85,xxx. $9.300. 7670134 leave a message.
1998 LS Chevy Blazer,
4x4, new CD player,
moonroof, black w/
97K,
gray
cloth,
55,900 753-5236
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Broulon
Cadillac • Pontiac
Buick
2001 Nissan Sentra,
58,000 miles, great
$7,000
condition,
(859)361-0189
1997 Ford Escort,
$1,800. 753-5983
1966 Chevy Corvair 4
door no-post hardtop.
Automabc. All onginal
stock including radio:
Good restoration vehicle. $1,000 OBO. 2275508
Vans
2003 Ford Windstar,
oaded, 68,500 road
miles, brand new tires,
recently serviced, loan
value $10,500. Retail
price $13,800. Asking
$9,500. Call 293-7354
or 767-9140
500
Used Trucks
Chevy
2003
Silveradoext. cab 4c1r,
new tires, warranty.
$18,000 OBO. Call
767-9762
'02 Ford Ranger 4x4
extended cab Edge
(loaded). $11,500.
'03 Yamaha XL700 3
seater, like new, w/trailer. $5,000
Call (270)293-7881
2001 White Chevy Z71 LT Highway miles:
new tires: Leather interior, Exc. condition.
$19,900 OBO. 7526488 or 753-9342
1998 Chevy Z71 4x4
loaded,
ext.
cab,
$7,500. 759-1233
1997 F-150 XLT Ford
truck extended cab. 8f1.
bed with camper top.
5.4
motor,
Triton
93.000 miles, 1 owner.
condition,
excellent
$7.900 Call 270-4362935
1996 Ford F350 dually,
7.31 diesel, crew cab,
new transmission, tool
box, 92K miles. 7534882
1991 Ford 250 4WD.
$2,100 753-5736
'84 Dodge 1/2 ton. 6 cyl
auto, good tires, new
carb & water pump.
$1350 OBO (270)4366124

BABY coming MUST
GO' 1978 13aretta tnhull pleasure boat &
trailer Rigged with a
100 horsepower outboard engine Seats 8
people Ran great last
stored
summer,
indoors through winter.
Needs minor repair
$700 080 759-0554
BASS Tracker Pro
Team 185 with 90HP
$12,000
Mercury.
(270)623-8929
Suzuki
2005
Boulevard. Black, very
low miles, perfect.
$5,500. 293-6814
1993 Celebnty, 22 ft.,
350 Mercruiser, open
bow, great condition,
$9,000 OBO 270-7051648

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed,free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Cali
Carters
Tree
A-1
Lambs
Service: Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

J&L PLUMBING INC

1-866-600-7707
JUNK/Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc Low rates
(270)489-2583

• 753-7728
LArrialAlad1211
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixor
repaired
tures
installed. (270)9780133
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David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Room
Braces & Roof Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Davrd Gaftimore, AMEN
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Acceptett

APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500, 7593229
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
INTERIOR PAINTING
and wallpapering. Free
estimates, call Lone
Changes
Graceful
or
(731)822-3080
(607)738-2910

731-247-5422
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
TOM Byars and Sons
Siding
and
Vinyl
Windows. Also insulatFlorida
rooms,
ed
screened rooms and
metal roofs. Free estimates Over 40 years
in business. Family
owned. Phone: 5276916 or 1-800-7288113 .

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition. and
Quality
Remodeling
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
G60
Free Column
FREE to a good home
Jack
Full-blooded
Russell Terrier. 1 year
old, 20 lbs . tri color,
vaccinated, house broken, and leash trained
Call 762-0552 or 618444-7867

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

clim

EXCAVATING
Murray, Kontucky
HAULING
CLEARING
GENERAL CONTRACTING
Cell 293-9569
270-436-2778
Justin Tripp, Owner

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing .Mobile Homes
•Brick .All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots & Driveway%
David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

Murray Ledger & Times
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Brother-in-law's attachment
to kids makes mom uneasy

lookingBack
10 years ago

rd

Kaci Greer was named as Murray-Calloway Fair Miss Teen at
the pageant held at the MurrayCalloway County Fair. Heather
Lowe and Adam Heskett were
named Little Miss and Mister Murray-Calloway County Fair at the
pageant.
Published are a feature story
and pictures about Bailey Gore who
after retirement from Murray State
University continues to compete
in Senior Olympic games,The story
and pictures were by Staff Writer
and Photographer Scott Nanney.
Births reported include a girl
to Aimee and Jeffrey Schroader.
July 24.

20 years ago
ins
tixor
8-

First Baptist Church of Murray officially unveiled an historical marker recognizing the church's
participation in the Cooperative
Program of the Southern Baptist
Convention. Pictured are Dr. Wendell Rone, chairman of the Kentucky Baptist Historical Society;
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor emeritus;
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor; Dr.
Bill Marshall, executive secretarytreasurer of Kentucky Baptist Convention; and Michael Duncan, president of Kentucky Baptist Memorial Society, at the dedication ceremony July 28 and the unveiling
of the marker in front of the
church. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Kevin Bowden.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of local
officials inspecting the new tennis courts adjacent to Murray High
School in anticipation of the courts
being opened to the public soon,
according to Gary Hohman, parks
director. Also pictured are Maurice Ryan. Murray school board

member, Jo Crass, city council
member, John Ed Scott, mayor,
Eli Alexander, MHS principal. and
H. Ed Chrisman, council member. The photo was by Staff Photographer Gene McCutcheon.
The annual sidewalk sale
throughout the city of Murray will
be Aug. I and 2, according to James
Johnson, executive secretary of
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
40 years ago
Capt. Thomas ,M. Schlaak, an
assistant professor of military science at Murray State College, has
been awarded the Army Commendation Medal for exceptionally
meritorious services with the Army
ROTC Instruction group at MSC.
N.O. Story, field representative
of Kentucky Department of Public Safety, and Kentucky State
Trooper Dana Stroud presented a
program on "Safety" at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.

50 years ago
Pfc. Joe Dyer attended the
Armed Forces Far East and Eighth
Army Football Coaches Clinic held
in Yokohama, Japan. He is regularly assigned to the First Calvary Division Headquarters in the
Far East.
Published is a picture of the
Senior Star Camper award winners at the 4-H Camp held at
Dawson Springs. They include
Annette Palmer, Buddy Anderson
and James Mayer of Calloway
County.
Little League All-Stars won 43 over Benton All-Stars in a baseball game. Oakley was pitcher for
Murray. Published is a picture of
the All-Stars with Charlie Brooks,
manger.

DEAR ABBY: My 44-yearold brother-in-law, "Bryce," still
lives at home. He has never
dated, nor has he had any kind
of adult relationship in his life.
He is extremely affectionate
toward children, especially males.
He
buys
gifts for the
neighborhood kids,
and they all
think
the
world
of

Dear Abby

him. My in-

laws
say
By Abigail
Bryce is just
Van Buren
a big kid and
harmless. I
think his behavior is abnormal.
Last week, I came home
early from work. When I came
through the door. I surprised
Bryce saying goodbye to my
10-year-old son. Bryce was rubbing his hands up and down
my son's arms and saying,
"Goodbye, sweetheart. I love
you." When he saw me, Bryce
immediately
stopped.
He
seemed caught off guard and
embarrassed, and left quickly.
My husband was in another part of the house and didn't see or hear his brother and
our son by the back door. I
expressed my concern to my
husband later, after our son
had gone to bed. I told him
I was uncomfortable about the
idea of his brother being alone

Today!History
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. July 29, the
210th day of 2005. There are 155
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 29, 1958. President
Eisenhower signed the National
Aeronautics and Space Act, which
created NASA.
On this date:
In 1900, Italian King Humbert
I was assassinated by an anarchist; he was succeeded by his
ES V Ei

IA

son, Victor Emmanuel III.
In 1914, transcontinental telephone service began with the first
phone conversation between New
York and San Francisco.
In 1975, President Ford became
the first U.S. president to visit
the site of the Nazi concentration
camp Auschwitz in Poland as he
paid tribute to the victims.
In 1980. a state funeral was
held in Cairo, Egypt, for the
deposed Shah of Iran, who had

died two days earlier at age 60.
In 1981, Britain's Prince Charles
married Lady Diana Spencer at
St. Paul's Cathedral in London.
(The couple divorced in 1996.)
In 1985, the space shuttle Challenger began an eight-day mission that got off to a shaky start
— the spacecraft achieved a safe
orbit even though one of its main
engines shut down prematurely
after lift-off.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am come from?
the father of twins, a boy and
I am 86 years old and have
a girl. At the age of 12, my been married for 58 years. I
son started to get gray hair. began taking 50 milligrams of
I'm
47 Viagra seven years ago. It
years old worked like a charm and helped
and my son an old couple to love, smile
now
has and be happy. Then, 18 months
more gray ago, I let a urologist talk me
hair than I into a simple outpatient prostate
do, and he is operation at a cost of $14,333.
grayer It was not successful and he
every year. had to do another procedure five
By the months later with a cost of
way, I'm over $13,000. It has been 18
Dr. Gott now
starting months and I still leak and
to see gray have to wear pads.
By
These operations ended my
Dr. Peter Gott hair in my
15-year-old erections. At my age I am
daughter.
sorry to realize that my manDr. Gott, I'm really wor- hood has got up and gone forried about it. What's wrong? ever.
What can I do about it?
Please give the poor feller
Please respond soon, I'm a some Viagra. He served our
very worried parent. I took my country for our freedom, so
son to a pediatrician who could- he deserves much luck and
n't tell me anything.
happiness for his services.
DEAR READER: PremaDEAR READER: Your
ture gray hair is, in most predicament is a common one:
instances, governed by the surgery is not 100-percent guargenes.(Nonetheless,some scalp anteed. Unforeseen, uncornfondisorders can also cause gray able consequences must always
hair in young people.)
he considered before a patients
I don't know of any treat- agrees to an operation.
ment for genetically governed
You didn't mention why you
changes in hair color. Fortu- needed surgery. Perhaps the pronately, the condition is not a cedure was vital to your health
health issue, but you may (if, for example, you have
choose to have your children prostate cancer). But, necesexamined by a dermatologist sary or not, the risk/benefit
who can shed some light on ratio must be carefully examthe problem and, perhaps, rec- ined before a patient agrees
ommend treatment.
to an operation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Shame
I'm on your side in this
on the nurse who refused to matter. If Viagra helped you
give the 72-year-old veteran a to maintain an active sex life,
sample or prescription for Via- the safest option would have
gra, then said he should act been the drug, not the knife.
his age. Where did the nurse

000

DEAR ABBY: I have known
a certain 14-year-old girl,
"Haley," since she was 7. I
help take care of her now and
then because her mother is a
drug addict and is rarely around.
Haley lives at her friend's
house, and she is starting to
become sexually active. She
goes very far, but hasn't gone
all the way yet.
Would it be wrong of me
to take Haley to a birth control clinic and have the counselors speak with her and get
her on birth control? The
woman she lives with doesn't
seem to care what the girl
does and figures she shouldn't have to because it isn't her
kid. This young lady needs to
be steered in the right direction and I want to help. -- WORRIED IN BRIDGEVIEW, ILL.
DEAR WORRIED: You are
caring and intelligent. With no
adult supervision, your young
friend is on a collision course
with disaster. You are in a
position to prevent it from
happening. By all means take
her to a clinic where she can
not only get birth control, but
also learn how to prevent a
sexually transmitted disease
that could damage her health
and/or fertility. It would be a
tremendous kindness.

ContractBridge
'You are South, both sides vulnerable. The bidding has been:
North
East
South
West
14
Pass
I4
Pass
24
Pass
3*
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Wbat would you bid now with
each of the following four hands?
1.4 AKQ.194 IP Q92•13 485
2.•KQ9863 11,8•KJ 46Q952
3.4 KQ19643 V Q5•82 4 A7
4.4 KJ7542 K•A15 4 A63
•.•
1. Pass. There is no good reason to
think that four spades is a safer contract than three notrump. On the contrary, it is likely that partner has at
least one stopper in any suit led and
will be able to cash nine or more
tricks as soon as he gains the lead. A
four-spade contract might result in
the loss of four tricks, particularly
since partner has twice shown minimum values after opening the bidding. The hand can withstand four
losers in notrump, but not in spades.
2. Four clubs. This hand does not
lend itself well to notrump play and
seems better designed for a suit contract. The four-club bid (forcing) permits partner to go on to five clubs.
show belated support for spades or to
cuebid a red ace in case you're trying
for slam. In this latter instance, you
plan to discourage him by rebidding
five clubs. Minor-suit game contracts
are comparatively rare, since most

hands with a potential for II tricks
will usually produce nine tricks at
notrump. but in this case the danger
of attempting a notrump contract is
simply too great.
3. Four spades. The chance of
making four spades appears excellent, since four tricks are unlikely to
be lost, while three notrump might
turn out to be a shaky affair. The danger in notrump is that the opponents,
having the advantage of the opening
lead, might be able to establish their
long suit before dummy's spades can
be established.
It is possible that both four spades
and three notrump can be made,
depending upon partner's hand, but,
in the long run, four spades figures to
succeed more often than three
notrump.
4. Four clubs. There is little doubt
that partner can make three notrump,
but a pass is not recommended
because there is too good a chance
that you might make a slam in clubs.
Thus,six clubs would be an excellent
contract if partner had:
6•AJ3•K102 4 KQ10852
Investigating the slain possibility
by bidding four clubs does not seriously jeopardize making a game.
Partner may bid four spades, five
clubs or cuebid, but in this case if
partner cooperates by bidding four
hearts, you will happily jump to six
clubs.
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1 Mantra chants
4 Bumped into
7 Locale
11 Yvette's home
13 Novelist
- Levin
14 Common
amphibian
15 Volume
16 Daily record
17 Needle case
18 Fse-Inck blues
20 Shred cheese
21 llnicid in poetry
22 'Diamond ur
23 Vice 26 Played
with crayons
30 FOCUT hello
31 Highchair wear
32 Born as
33 Shhmp 36 Like twilight
38 Olduvai loc
39 Ink's partner
40 It's not tar from
Osaka

43 Not be rash (2
sods.)
46 Chalet feature
47 Wiggly fish
48 Garden bloom
50 Hidden valley
51 Vein contents
52 Dramatic intro
(hyph.)
53 Posted a parcel
54 Beatty of films
55 Chicken piece
DOWN
I Harvest Moon

mo.
2 Electncal units
3 Long-distance
hauler
4 Pooh creator
5 Psyche's
beloved
6 Follow closely
7 Music source
8 Teeny bit
9 Without slack
10 Adams or
Brick&
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12 Round
numbers?
19 Ecol watchdog
20 Slangy lady
22 Criminal gang
23 Wine cask
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24 Night before
25 "The One I
Love' group
26 Undercover
org
27 Med.
personnel
28 Cartoon mice
- and Meek
29 Susan of 'L.A. Law'
31 Wintry cry
34 Inventor's
quest
35 Tabloid topic
36- Moines.
Iowa
37 Pitch-black
39 Steered a raft
40 Nat containers
41 Harvard rival
42 Pad al the range
43 'Runaway
Bride' groom
44 PePerless
exam
45 Broad
47 Geological
period
49 Hang loosely
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Premature graying
no cause for alarm

with our son. My husband dismissed the whole thing. saying Bryce is harmless. My gut
tells me otherwise. What should
I do? -- WORRIED MOM IN
NEW YORK
DEAR WORRIED: Listen
to your gut and talk to your
child about what is appropriate behavior -- and "touch" - and what isn't. Sometimes
children who have been molested keep it a secret because
they feel they are responsible
for it and are afraid they'll be
punished.
Tell your son that no matter what, he can always come
to you and tell you anything
because you love him and
you're on his side. Let him
know that if he has any questions about anything, you will
make the time to hear them
and answer them honestly.
Repeat that message often. It's
one way to protect your child,
and will reap many dividends.

DEAR ABBY: I have six
sisters. We all share the same
mother, but only one sister has
the same father as I do. This
is my only "real" sister, right?
The others are my stepsisters,
right? Please answer this. -NEEDS
KNOW,
TO
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR
NEEDS
TO
KNOW: The sister who shares
the same father with you is
your full-blooded sister. The
other five are your half-sisters. Stepsisters are related by
marriage only.
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Horoscopes

TV Listings Satuirai0a- 30, 2005

by Jacqueline Nor

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Saturday, July 30, 2005:
This year, you often look to the
long-term and what you want
for your life. You have unusual
determination and can accomplish what you want, even if it
means motivating a whole baseball team! Your style and way of
communicating draw many to
you. Use one of your talents to
make money this year. Find outlets for your creativity. If you
are single, you will enter a serious relationship, if you want. As
always, you meet people with
ease. If you are attached, you
might not always agree about
fundamentals, but you love each
other's
company. GEMINI
makes a great friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You find that what you
say does count -- finally. You
need to be aware that you come
off far more seriously than you
intend to, especially with a child
or loved one. Let others know
you care, perhaps by indulging
them. You gain sudden insights.
Tonight: Dinner with friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to buy a
new barbecue or furniture for
outside. Invite others over for an
evening of fun. Let them bring
extra dishes so you don't have to
do everything. You get into being
the host or hostess with the

most. Tonight: Tell your friends
how you really feel about them.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** The Moon in your sign
adds extra glitter to your step
and actions. Others clearly want
to be around you. A parent, older
fnend or higher-up could stun
you with his or her actions, Let
your humor and laughter come
out. Tonight: What you want
could happen.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
* You might want to take
some time out for yourself.
Balance your budget and return
a key call. Don't take another's
words personally. You are a bit
off-kilter right now. Your family
and ,ome make you feel safe.
Tonight: Your home is your castle.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Aim tor more than you
have, especially in an important
relationship. You'll find the right
words to express your feelings.
Prepare for an unexpected
response. Give this person time
to think all this through. Tonight:
You are the party.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Others look to you for
advice or to make plans. You
might want to indulge someone
close, but he or she might act
strangely. Use care with spending and just how much you are
willing to pitch in to make another's day. Tonight: A force to be
dealt with.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your mind roams. Why
not take off and go where you
want to be? Some of you might
need to make a phone call or
touch base with a loved one at a
distance. Flex and adjust your

plans. You will have a better
time. Tonight: Meet a friend
halfway.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone close will do
whatever it takes to get your
attention. You might as well
allow this person to make the
plans, and follow them. You
might be surprised by a loved
one or a child. Tonight: Just add
candlelight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Let others run the show.
You might have a very good time
if you let go. Unpredictable matters touch your domestic fife.
Something you might have suspected or wanted comes out.
Tonight: Have a ball.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Feeling like your plans have
to be about partying and visiting
every weekend might not be
valid. You probably have something you want to do or complete
at home. Perhaps some of you
would like to head for the golf
course. Tonight: Easy does it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You cannot help but let
the child in you out. Others might
be delighted by your newfound
energy and laughter. Just don't
be childlike when handling your
funds. You pull the wild card with
money. Tonight: Just romp away.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Entertain at home if you
want. Some of you might rather
create space to be spontaneous
than organize plans. A child or
loved one demonstrates his or
her affection through actions. Let
the day happen. Tonight: Stay
close to home.
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Brown:
Knicks
job is
last one
NEW YORK (AP) — Larry
Brown made a few things clear
at his first public appearance as
coach of the New York Knicks:
Isiah Thomas will still have
final say on personnel moves,
Herb Williams will be the coach
in case of emergency, and
patience will be a necessary
commodity for everyone.
"It's going to be ugly early, I
can promise you that. That's
been my M.O., but it's going to
get better," Brown promised
Thursday after being introduced
as the 22nd head coach in franchise history.
The Knicks are coming off a
33-win season in which they
missed the
playoffs for
the
third
time in four
years, and
Thomas has
placed the
team in a
long-term
rebuilding
mode that
will make it
Brown
difficult for
Brown to perform his trademark
quick turnaround.
Brown said he would emphasize defense, rebounding and
unselfishness from the first day
of training camp, and predicted
he'll drive Thomas "crazy" with
his requests for personnel
changes as his tenure unfolds.
Thomas will retain final say
on personnel moves, but Brown
will wield all the influence
regarding who plays, how much
they play, and whether those
players will remain in New York
long-term.
"You're not always blessed
with a roster that's what you
really wanted," Brown said,
explaining that he will make his
feelings known to management.
"I'm going to tell them what I
think and how we can get better,
and the end result is that we
have the same goals."
The Knicks pulled out all the
stops for Brown's introduction,
Back,
flashing "Welcome
Larry" on the marquee outside
the arena, putting together a clip
of Brown's career highlights —
even finding footage of him
sinking a two-handed set shot —
and serving cheesecake and
New York-style overstuffed
sandwiches to a crowd of media
members that numbered in the
hundreds.
Brown's wife and children
sat in the front row near
Williams, who will join Brown's
staff as an assistant coach and
who Brown said would run the
team in the event his health
problems force him to miss any
time.
contract
was
Brown's
believed to be for four years
with a salary of at least $8 million annually. Had Brown turned
down the job, the Knicks would
have given it to Williams after
he guided the team over the final
43 games last season.
"My greatest hope is that
we're going to be good for a
long time, and he (Williams) is
going to be the next coach of the
New York Knicks," Brown said.
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Rondo named to under-21 USA team
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky sophomore guard
Rajon Rondo was one of 12
players named Thursday to USA
Basketball's under-21 World
Championship Team.
The team will compete in the
FIBA
U2I
World
Championship, scheduled for
Aug. 5-14 in Mar del Plata,
Argentina. The team will be
coached by Phil Martelli of
Saint Joseph's. Martelli's assistants will be Drexel coach James
"Bruiser" Flint and Georgia
coach Dennis Felton.
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo

UK's Rajon Rondo will play
for the USA in the U21
World Championship Aug.
5-14 in Mar del Plata,
Argentina.

The U.S. team is competing
this week in the 2005 Global
Games in Frisco, Texas, and
opened
that
tournament
Wednesday with a 119-64 rout
of Ukraine. The team will play
Slovenia on Thursday night and
Lithuania on Friday, with the
gold-medal game set for
Saturday. The team will stay in
the Dallas area through Aug. 1
before leaving for Argentina.
The U.S. team's first game in
the world championship tournament will be Aug. 5 against
China.
Rondo, a 6-foot-1 guard from
Louisville, started all 34 games
last season for Kentucky, which
finished 28-6 and reached the
Elite Eight. He averaged 8.1
points and 3.5 assists per game
and set a school single-season

record with 87 steals.
He's one of two Southeastern
Conference players on the team,
joining forward Glen Davis of
Louisiana State.
l'hree other players on the
team — Justin Gray of Wake
Forest, Curtis Withers of
Charlotte and J.J. Redick of
Duke, have played for previous
USA Basketball international
squads.
The other players named to
the team were Manly Collins of
Temple, Nick Fazekas of
Nevada, Rudy Gay and Marcus
Williams of Connecticut, Taj
Gray of Oklahoma, Allan Ray of
Villanova and Terrence Roberts
of Syracuse.
Twenty-one players vied for
positions on the team.
"I'm really amazed at the

Watney
leads
Open
over Tiger

Cardinals 11, Padres 3

'
11111121ainliSaitabgat

;4116iwidtiroawriiiIai
AP

The Padres' Mark Loretta is tagged out at home by St. Louis Cardinals catcher Mike Mahoney while trying to
score from second on a single by Joe Rands in the eighth inning Thursday in San Diego. The Cards won 11-3.

Second inning just hiccup for
Carpenter as Cardinals cruise
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
three runs Chris Carpenter
gave up in the second inning
were just a hiccup.
Otherwise, the right-hander
had no trouble becoming the
NL's first 15game winner,
leading the
Louis
............
3St.
Cardinals
over the staggering San
Diego Padres
11-3 on
Thursday.
The All-Star had plenty of
help. Jim Edmonds hit a threerun homer and tied his career
high with five RBIs, and John
Rodriguez also connected.
Albert Pujols had three hits

and two RBIs, and Abraham second inning, the Padres
Nunez added three singles for matched the number of runs
the Cardinals, who took two of Carpenter allowed in 59 2-3
three in the matchup of divi- innings in his previous seven
sion leaders.
starts. Carpenter threw three
"My goal is to go out there shutouts during that span.
and get zeros as long as I can
Otherwise, the Padres conand give my team a chance to tinued to lack clutch hitting as
win, and I did it today and we they lost for the 32nd time in
played a good game." 50 games since June 1. The
Carpenter said.
Padres dropped back to .500
Carpenter (15-4) held San (51-51) and had their lead in
Diego to three runs and five the NL West cut to two games
hits in seven innings to join by Arizona, which beat the
Jon Garland of the Chicago Chicago Cubs 6-0.
Amazingly, the Padres have
White Sox as the only 15-game
winners in the majors. He lost just one game in the standimproved to 8-0 in eight road ings since June 1.
starts and won his seventh
think we'll come
around," manager Bruce
straight decision.
By scoring three runs in the Bochy said. "We've been in it

humility of the group and the
class that they bring," Martelli
said.
-They've been well-schooled
by their college coaches, and I
think they've all been raised
properly because they all talk
about being very appreciative of
the opportunity of being able to
represent their country, to represent their schools, their programs and their families."
Another Kentucky player,
senior guard Patrick Sparks,
began the tryout process
Thursday in Colorado Springs,
Colo., for the World University
Games team. The final cuts for
that team will be made this
weekend and the team will travel to Turkey in early August for
the tournament.

before and come out of it and
started firing on all cylinders.
That's what's going to happen
and we're going to win this
thing."
Carpenter walked Ryan
Klesko leading off the second
and Joe Randa doubled to left.
Mark Sweeney hit a two-run
double to left with one out, and
Khalil Greene followed with
an RBI double that bounced
over third base and rolled into
the corner.
"Obviously the walk to
Klesko was not what I was
looking for, a leadoff walk, and
the ball that Sweeney hit, I left
up," Carpenter said. "I thought
I made a good pitch on Khalil,
but he got wood on it."

GRAND BLANC, Mich.
(AP) — Tiger Woods' two dominant runs came to a startling
halt.
Woods followed up his fiveshot victory at the British Open
and eight straight rounds in the
60s at Warwick Hills with a 1under 71 Thursday in the first
round of the Buick Open.
"It's been a while where I
didn't get anything out of my
round, not one shot," Woods
said.
Nick Watney, whose only
previous notable moment was
playing with Michelle Wie earlier this month, headed into
Friday's second round at 8
under, one shot ahead of Vijay
Singh and Jason Bohn.
The 24-year-old rookie has
missed seven straight cuts,
breaking 70 only once, after his
season-best 11th-place finish at
the Wachovia Championship.
"I was pretty low there for a
while, so it was nice to have a
round like this," he said.
Watney was in Wie's group at
the John Deere Classic, where
he finished six shots behind the
15-year-old phenom.
Jim Furyk (66) and five others went into the second round
two shots behind the unlikely
leader.
"I'm in a position right now
that I think about trying to stay
at the top, and not just to make
the cut," Watney said.
Woods had his worst round at
the Buick Open since his first in
1997, and ended his tournamentrecord tying streak of eight
straight rounds in the 60s.
Woods won here in 2002, then
tied for second and third the past
two years.
"I didn't play awful, that's
the great thing,- Woods said.
"I'll just go ahead and handle
my business (Friday)and if I get
something out of my round, I'll
be fine."
If Woods doesn't, he will be
in danger of missing the cut for
the second time this year. He
missed the cut in May at the
Byron Nelson Championship,
the first time in more than seven
years he left a tournament before
it ended.
The cut at the Buick Open is
usually between 2 under and 4
under.

Croom likes Bulldogs'attitude,focus
HOOVER, Ala. (AP) — Mississippi State
coach Sylvester Croom had at least two reasons
to be happy Wednesday: A better attitude from
his players and only one question about being the
SEC's first black head coach.
It wasn't clear which he savored more.
"I'm glad it's not about me," Croom said.
"Now, we can talk about building a program. To
be honest with you, I don't know how I survived
last year. Being a head coach in college football
is a 24-hour-a-day job. Last year, I think I must
have been working on 36, because there was
never enough time."
The focus on Croom has subsided since last
year, but that's not the only change he's
observed.
"Not at any time last year did I feel like we
were a team," he said. "We were trying to find
our way, trying to develop into a team. We were
a group of individuals looking for a way to win."
And now? "Our players have a better attitude.
We're not selfish like we were last year."
He said one indication of that is the way a
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SEC
number of players have accepted position
changes, particularly on defense. The two most
prominent moves were switching Quinton
Culberson. who played several positions last season, to middle linebacker and moving Titus
Brown from middle linebacker to defensive end.
Center Chris McNeil said the tough offseason
workouts will pay dividends.
"I've seen guys almost in tears in pain, but I
think it will all be worth it in the long run. I felt
like I was in the Junction Boys camp," he said,
referring to Bear Bryant's brutal preseason camp
while coaching at Texas A&M.
GEORGIA'S TROUBLES: Seniors like
Gerald Anderson and Max Jean-Gilles are trying
to make sure the Georgia Bulldogs clean up their
act.
They gathered their teammates for a meeting
at the beginning of the summer. The basic message, Anderson said: "Let's straighten up. This is
not Georgia. It's giving us a bad name and before
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you know it, it's going to destroy our program.
"We just let them know we understand things
happen but be careful."
The Bulldogs' offseason troubles include the
arrest of linebacker Derrick White and defensive
tackle Kedric Golston after a bar fight in April.
White was suspended for the first two games
while Golston will have to sit out the opener
Sept. 3 against Boise State.
Coach Mark Richt also suspended offensive
linemen Zeb McKinzey and Michael Turner for
the opening game earlier in the spring.
McKinzey was suspended for public drunkenness and Turner was in a vehicle where marijuana was found.
Senior defensive tackle Darrius Swain
received a 45-day jail sentence for repeated driver's license violations.
The offseason "was one of the worst ever,"
Jean-Gilles said.
"We're just trying to tell everybody to keep
your head on straight and keep out of trouble," he
said.

AP

Mississippi State head coach Sylvester
Croom wild during Thursday's session of
Southeastern Conference media days that he
is happy with the Bulldogs' attitude and focus
heading into preseason practice. Croom and
Mississippi State will begin the 2005 season
by hosting Murray State on Sept. 3 in
Starkville, Miss.
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Alvarez
to step
down at
Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Barry Alvarez will step down as
Wisconsin's football coach after
the 2005 season to become the
school's full-time athletic director.
Alvarez assumed both roles
in April 2004, but said he some
day planned to step away from
coaching to lead the athletic
department full-time.
"I believe it's the right time,"
Alvarez said Thursday at a news
conference.
Alvarez was hired to turn
around a program that had only
five winning seasons in the previous 27 years. The Badgers
failed to break the .500 mark in
his first three years before
Alvarez led Wisconsin to the
Rose Bowl in 1994, the team's
first since 1963.
He has a 108-70-4 record
during 15 seasons at Wisconsin,
the best mark in school history.
His 7-3 record in bowl games
includes three Rose Bowl wins.
Wisconsin was also penalized by the NCAA for a major
rules violation under Alvarez's
watch in 2000.
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 inn 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
Bmurray.com
e-mail: stuart_olesander kyfbms.com

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

Belcher Oil recently captured first place in the 2005 Pony League Tournament by
defeating Hilliard Lyons in the championship game. Team members pictured are
(front row, from left) Ben Hudson, Daniel Thile, Seth Fortenbery, Jason Jones,
(back row) Coach Ricky Sheridan, Joseph Kelly, Ryne Sheridan, Grant Williams,
Eric McClure, Zack Buck and Cotich Lydia Cathey.

Eagles' DE critically hurt in robbery
MIAMI(AP)— Philadelphia
Eagles defensive end Jerome
McDougle was in critical condition after being shot in the stomach by armed robbers, police
said Friday.
McDougle, 27, was airlifted
to Jackson Memorial Hospital's
Ryder Trauma Center, where he
was undergoing surgery, Miami

Dade police said.
Three
armed
robbers
the
former
approached
University of Miami star at his
silver Mercedes coupe late
Thursday, police said. The suspects demanded the car, then
fired their weapons, police said.
McDougle was shot once in the
stomach.
The robbers, who police said
were likely teens, tied on foot
and remain at large.
It wasn't clear whether

McDougle was in his car or near
it when he was approached,
police said.
McDougle was a first-round
pick in 2003, but has been
plagued with injuries in
Philadelphia.
In two seasons, he had 18
tackles in 19 games, including
two sacks.
McDougle had 114 tackles
and 14 sacks in two seasons at
Miami, and was a second-team
All-American in 2002.

Spurrier at odds with
some state HS coaches

Hunter Inman, a local 7-year-old dirt bike racer, was
recently one of 1,400 riders to earn a spot in the 23rd
annual AMA/Air Nautiques Amateur National
Motocross Championships, scheduled for Aug. 2-7
in Hurricane Mills, Tenn.

Inman earns spot in
national motocross race
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Local dirt bike racer Hunter Inman recently qualified for
the 23rd annual AMA/Air Nautiques Amateur National
Motocross Championships. the largest amateur motocross
race in the world.
The 15-year-old Inman was one of 1,400 riders out of a
pool of 17,000 to earn a spot in next month's national race
after spending the last four months racing in qualifying competitions.
Inman, who has been riding dirt bikes since he was 7-yearsold, has won several races in the last eight years, competing
nearly every weekend at races in Kentucky. Tennessee and
Illinois.
The national race is scheduled for Aug. 2-7 at Loretta
Lynn's Ranch in Hurricane Mills, Tenn.

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Not everyone in South Carolina
is happy with new Gamecocks
coach Steve Spurrier.
After Spurrier decided to
revoke several scholarships this
summer, the South Carolina
Football Coaches Association's
Board of Directors called the
move "unethical" in a letter to
the coach on
Wednesday.
"We
understand
athletic
scholarships
are a year
commitment,"
according to
the board's
Spurrier
letter.
'However, we feel that unless an
athlete 'breaks rules' or embarrasses the institution, to revoke a
scholarship because you feel an
athlete cannot play 'at the level
needed to compete in the
Southeastern Conference is
unethical."
The board's letter, signed by
about 90 coaches and sent to
Spurrier and athletic director
Eric Hyman, also recommended
the South Carolina High School
League find an alternate location for its five state championship games, scheduled to be

Amoncan League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
56 45 554
Boston
54 46 540 1 1(2
New York
4
52 49 515
Toronto
5
Baltimore
51 50 505
359
20
37 66
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
65 35 650
Chicago
54 47.53511 1/2
Minnesota
53 50 51513 1/2
Cleveland
Detroit
50 51 49515 1/2
28
38 64.373
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
59 43.578
Los Angeles
Oakland
55 46.545 3 1/2
51 50.505 71/2
Texas
44 57_43614 1/2
Seattle
Thursdays Games
NY. Yankees 6, Minnesota 3
Texas 2, Baltimore 1
Toronto 2, L.A Angels 1, 18 innings
Tampa Bay 10, Kansas City 5
Cleveland 6, Seattle 5
Today's Games
Minnesota (Siva 7-4) at Boston (Miller
3-4). 605 p.m.
L.A. Angels (E Santana 5-4) at N.Y
Yankees (Mussina 10-5). 605 p.m.
Texas(Park 8-5) at Toronto(Downs 0-1),
607 p.m.
Kansas City (Carrasoo 5-4) at Tampa
Bay (Fossum 5-8). 6:15 p.m
Chicago White Sox (0.Hemandez 7-3)
at Baltimore (Bedard 5-2), 6:35 p.m.
Cleveland (Millwood 4-9) at Seattle
(Sele 6-11). 905 p.m
Detroit (Douglass 3-0) at Oakland
(Harden 8-4). 9:05 p.m.
Saturday's Games
L A. Angels (Washburn 6-6) at N.Y
Yankees( 0-0), 12:20 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 6-6) at
Baltimore (Cabrera 8-8), 12:20 p.m.
Detroit (Robertson 5-8) at Oakland (Zito
9-8). 3105 p.m.
Cleveland (Sabathia 6-8) at Seattle
(R.Franklin 5-11), 3:05 p.m.
Texas (Benoit 2-1) at Toronto(McGowan
0-0), 3:07 p.m.
Kansas City (Greinke 3-12) at Tampa
Bay (Waechter 3-6), 5:15 p.m.
Minnesota (Lohse 7-9) at Boston (Arroyo
8-6), 605 p.m.

played at South Carolina's
Williams-Brice Stadium in
December.
Earlier this summer, Spurrier
sent letters to six players telling
them they would lose their
scholarships. Those affected
Grayson
included
Irmo's
Mullins and Pageland Central's
Trent Usher, both recruited by
the staffs of Lou Holtz.
Scholarships are renewable
each year.
"If coming out of spring
practice, you make that decision
that's one thing," SCFCA board
member Andy Tweito, an assistant coach at Daniel High, said
Thursday. "Now, these kids are
Antonio Gates didn't show
stranded, they have nowhere to up in San Diego. John Abraham
go. He's left the kids high and was absent in New York. A
dry."
bunch of high draft picks also
Spurrier says there are a few stayed - away as teams opened
players signed by the old staff training camps.
who new coaches did not think
Those are not permanent situcontributed much to the team.
ations. The champion Patriots
"We had some walk-on play- losing yet another key player is.
ers who were actually contributTed Johnson, who started at
ing more," Spurrier said at the
inside lineSoutheastern Conference footbacker
ball gathering in Birmingham,
alongside
Ala. -So some of the high
Ted y
schoolers, they got mad about it.
Bruschi last
I don't know what to say, but to
season,
me in life you put people on
retired
scholarship who deserve it the
Thursday, a
most and that's what we tried to
week after
do."
Bruschi
announced
Johnson
he wouldn't
play this season after suffering a
small stroke following the Super
Bowl. Johnson, 32, feared longterm medical effects from the
pounding of pro football.
"After the season, I just felt
like I was really putting myself
,at risk by playing again,"
Johnson said. -There could be
irreparable damage."
He played for the Patriots'

Patriots lose another
player; other NFL
stars not in camp
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Premier Nissan is moving to their NEW
LOCATION. Every new and used car is
PRICED TO SELL. We want to sell them
not move them. Hurry! Hurry! These
won't last long!!
e•'"

National League
East Division
W
L Pet GIB
—
58 44 569
Atlanta
47.539
3
55
Washington
53 50.515 5 1/2
Philadelphia
51 48.515 5 1/2
Florida
6
52 50.510
New York
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
64 37.634
—
St Louis
55 47.539 9 1/2
Houston
1/2
50.51012
52
Chicago
50 53 485
15
Milwaukee
44 58431201/2
Cincinnati
44 5843120 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
51 51 500
San Diego
50 54.481
2
Arizona
5
46 56.451
Los Angeles
61/2
44 57.436
San Francisco
36 65.35614 1/2
Colorado
Thursday's Games
Atlanta 5. Wasnington 4
Arizona 6. Chicago Cubs 0
Cincinnati 6, LA. Dodgers 1
St. Louis 11, San Diego 3
Florida 3, Pittsburgh 0
Houston 3, N.Y Mets 2
San Francisco 3. Milwaukee 0
Philadelphia 8, Colorado 5
Today's Games
Arizona (Vazquez 9-9) at Chicago Cubs
(Prior 7-3). 1.20 p.m.
Philadelphia (Myers 8-5) at Colorado
(Acevedo 2-0), 4:05 p.m.
Washington (Armes 5-4) at Florida
(Beckett 9-6), 6:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (D Williams 8-7) at Atlanta
(Ramirez 8-6), 6.35 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Benson 7-3) at Houston
(Rodnguez 5-4), 705 p.m.
San Francisco (Rueter 2-7) at
Milwaukee (D Davis 9-7). 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (L.Hudson 1-5) at San Diego
(P.Astacio 2-9). 905 p.m.
St. Louis (Morns 11-3) at L.A. Dodgers
(Penny 5-6), 9:40 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Anzona (Gosling 0-2) at Chicago Cubs
(Hill 0-0), 3:05 p.m.
St. Louis (Suppan 9-7) at L.A. Dodgers
(Lowe 7-10), 310 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Glavine 7-8) at Houston
(Pettitte 8-7). 605 p.m.
San Francisco (Schmidt 7-5) at
Milwaukee (Sheets 6-7), 6:05 p.m.
Washington (Patterson 4-2) at Flcinda
(A.J.Bumett 7-61, 605 p.m
Pittsburgh (Redman 5-10) at Atlanta
(Davies 4-3). 635 p.m.
Philadelphia (Lidle 8-9) at Colorado
(Cook 0-0). 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 6-9) at San Diego
(Lawrence 5-10), 9:05 p.m.

PREMIER NISSAN
1034 Minrral WolIc AvP • Paris. TN •(731)642-0601 or 1-800-264-7726
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TV, radio
Today
AUTO RACING
8 p.m.
SPEED — ARCA, Shop 'n Save 150,
at Madison, Ill
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Light heavyweights. James
Lubwama (16-2-2) vs. Bodney Toney
(27-4-4), at Brockton, Mass,
FISHING
6 p.m.
ESPN — Bassrnaster Classic. day 1
weigh-in. at Pittsburgh (same-day
tape)
GOLF
Noon
ESPN — USGA, US Senior Open,
second round, at Kettering. Ohio
3 p.m.
USA — PGA Tour, Buick Open, second
round at Grand Blanc, Mich
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p.m.
WGN — Anzona at Chicago Cubs
TENNIS
4 p.m.
ESPN2 —ATP/US Open Series,
Mercedes-Benz Cup, quarterfinal, at
Los Angsiss

three Super Bowl-winning
teams in the last four seasons
and was with New England for
the Super Bowl loss to Green
Bay in 1997.
In 2003, concussions limited
him to eight games and two
starts. Last season, he rebounded to start 15 games and played
in all three playoff games. His
112 regular-season tackles were
his most in six years.
"Ted was a pillar in the
organization," outside linebacker Willie McGinest said.
"He helped me out and definitely made it easier for me out on
the field. It was a surprise for us
and sad to see a guy like that
go."
Bruschi was placed on the
physically unable-to-perform
list. That designation allows him
to collect his salary and even
come back after Week 6 if he
chooses.
Richard Seymour, the Pats'
two-time All-Pro defensive lineman, was listed on the Patriots'
"did not report" list. One of the
Patriots' co-captains, is due to
make $2.87 million this season
and wants to renegotiate.
So do Gates and Abraham.
Gates, who went from being
an undrafted rookie tight end to
All-Pro in just two seasons, has
yet to sign a $380,000 contract
the Chargers tendered him as an
exclusive rights free agent during the offseason. Gates can't
report until he signs either the
tender or a long-term deal,
which the team says it has been
working on since last season.
Abraham, the New York Jets'
star defensive end and designated the team's franchise player,
has not signed the tender offer.
GM Terry Bradway has spoken
with Abraham's agents, Rich
Rosa and Tony Agnone, but
nothing has changed and the Jets
don't know when he will report.
"We've had discussions with
Terry Bradway the last couple of
days," Rosa said. "We're going
to continue to keep the lines of
communication open."
Among the top draftees still
not under contract are every
first-rounder between No. 2,
Miami's Ronnie Brown, and No.
22. Baltimore's Mark Clayton.
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Task force begins work of examining Merit System

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) ;ov. Ernie Fletcher convened a
task force on the state Merit
stem Thursday, tan,clists to develop a pi
,%erhaul that protects state
orkers but also ensures governors can "advance his or her
ision."
Fletcher told the panel —
which consists of Democrat and
Republican lawmakers, former
state officials and business people — to study the law and recommend changes for consideration during the General
Assembly's
next
session.
Fletcher has said Kentucky's
current personnel law is outdated and confusing and blamed it
for the criminal charges pending
against top members of his
Administration.
"We want a system — I made
a recommendation — a system
that has safe harbors so that people know that if they operate
within that, that they are safe,"
Fletcher told reporters after
addressing the panel.
Attorney General Greg
Stumbo began investigating the
Fletcher administration's handling of personnel decisions in
May. The probe was started after
a state employee came forward
with reams of documents alleging personnel decisions were
based on politics rather than
qualifications.
The Merit System was created in 1960 to protect rank-andfile state employees from political influence.
Investigators have searched
the offices or seized evidence
from 18 different individuals
and seized thousands of documents, Stumbo spokeswoman
Vicki Glass said. So far, eight
current or former members of
the Fletcher administration have
been charged with misdemeanors. One of the eight has
also been charged with a felony
for alleged witness tampering.
Fletcher formed the task
force earlier this month and
appointed Stumbo as a member.
However, the attorney gener-
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AP Photo

Gov, Ernie Fletcher addresses the inaugural meeting of his Merit System task
force
Thursday in Frankfort. Fletcher, who blamed an outdated and confusing set of personnel laws for some of the criminal charges against top members of his administra
tion,
convened the task force to review the Merit System.
al's perspective was absent from appropriate."
advance his or her vision that the
Thursday's discussions because
Previous
gubernatorial people of Kentucky endorsed
he was out of state, tending to administrations had done virtu- through the election
process."
his "gravely ill" father-in-law. ally the same thing his adminisThe governor said he has
Stumbo wrote in a letter to tration is currently accused of. already
established a central
Personnel Secretary Erwin Fletcher told the panel. ,
office in the Personnel Cabinet
Roberts. Roberts, who is also
"Republicans had little, if to handle job recommendations.
the task force's chairman, any. opportunity to gain employCharles Wells, director of the
denied Stumbo's request to have ment within state government."
Kentucky Association of State
Assistant Deputy Attorney Fletcher said.
Employees, said Democrats
General Janet Graham sit in on
Among other directives, were not the only people hired
his behalf.
Fletcher said the panel should:
under previous administrations
In a reply. Roberts wished
111 Review the current law.
because
his organization has
Stumbo's father-in-law well but
III Determine how it's been Republican
members. Wells also
said Graham could not partici- used in the past.
said the task force was not necpate.
II Consider a 1993 report
essary and the system did not
"A great deal of care was from a task force convened
by need fixing.
taken in choosing the members then-Gov. Brereton Jones
on the
"The problem is not the merit
of the task force based upon matter.
law," Wells said. "The problem
their experience and diverse perII Propose any necessary
is getting this administration to
spectives and allowing surro- changes.
gates might diminish the efforts
However, panelists should obey the merit law."
of the task force," Roberts said also consider ways to improve
Meanwhile, prosecutors on
in the letter.
Wednesday
seized evidence
and modernize the system and
Fletcher called Stumbo's still protect employees from from the Governor's Office for
request "unprecedented" and "capricious and arbitrarydeci- Local Development that was
"ludicrous."
used by current Republican
sions, Fletcher said.
"We certainly will make all
In considering changes. Party Chairman Darrell Brock
the information available," Fletcher told panelists to
also when he headed that office.
Fletcher told reporters. "But to keep in mind a process that Brock has pleaded not guilty to a
have somebody replace some- would "ensure that a
democrati- misdemeanor charge he violated
body for any reason is not cally elected governor
can the state personnel law.

Whitfield touts prescription
drug legislation in U.S. House
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON, D.0 — Congressman Ed Whitfield on
Wednesday hailed the passage of his legislation that helps prevent
prescription drug abuse.
Whitfield's bill, H.R. 1132, will create a grant program housed at
the Department of Health and Human Services which will fund the
establishment and operation of state-run prescription drug monitoring programs.
Currently, Kentucky and nineteen other States have prescription
drug monitoring programs. However, information is not shared
between those states; therefore, doctors cannot view what other prescriptions a patient was given in another state. Whitfield's legislation
authorizes $60 million over fiscal years 2006 through 2010 for a federal grant program to help create or expand state programs to monitor the abuse of controlled substances, such as the pain relievers
Oxycontin, Percocet and Percodan.
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• Custom Bedding
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• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
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Call 270-753-7407 or stop in Ill N. 12th St., Suite ft • Murray. KY 4.2t
globalnogioutcom
11111111101r

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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21I1telfeas-Gray,40K miles, 1015334A.
NIlid.NeiNT- Tan, 4 door, 29K miles, KC5230A.
21IICloy blIMior LT/- Burgundy. 34K miles. 1CC5259A
NOIAllgt1111*I- 4x4, Red. Hem( 34K miles, 1GP5620
NINoy Nara X-Cab-Wkrte. 33K miles, 10P5614
NIFelbolsorIOT -White, 44K miles, 1CT4153
2111To. aIgib- Blue, 20k miles, 1TC5440A
NItaw!MILI-Prater, 23K miles, 1 owner,10P5611A
2111 Clay Nor rit2-Dal,27K miles,10C53228
211120.8.12 ST - White/Silver,54K miles, FT53718
2112 Dorf Siburban - Burgundy,55K miles, 1G1466A
2111 Ford Ranger XII -V-6, White, 77K miles. 1CT5162A
2001 Toyota 4Runner - Silver, 44K miles, /TP5610
2000 Chrysler Concorde DO - Blue,175561B
21,i i Pontiac Montan -White,59K miles,/75510A
2000 Dodge 1590-White,66K miles,1GP5608
2000 Ford F-150 X Cab ILI- White, 47K miles,1GT5240A
1999 Nissan Quest - Green, 97K miles, FC54358
1998 Ford F150 Club XII- White/Tan, 1CT634A

.0183
$9,473
$21,4N
PUN
121,85
$11,113
$11,115

$1,751
$13,995
11,171
$22.995
$8.450
$18,983
$8,972
$10,986
$6,942
$10,995
$7,111
$7,916

CARS - CARS - CARS
2005 Chevy Cavalier - White 11K miles. tGP5649A
2005 Chevy Malibu Classic - Gray, 14K miles, 1GP5656
2005 Chrysler Sebring LTD Sedan - White;23K miles, 1GP5662
2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser - .1vVIl1e, 29K miles. 1GP5640
2004 Chrysler Sebring Convertible Touring - Blue, 30K miles, 10P5644
2004 Cadillac CTS - Red. 13K miles, tGC5198A
2004 Chevy Malibu - White, 1GP5637
2004 Hyundai Accent - Blue, 9K miles, 1GC5592A
2004 Dodge Stratus SE -4 Door. White, 26K miles, CP56331
2003 Jaguar X-Type - Silver, 46K miles, 1GP5658
2003 Nissan Altima - White. 1115573A
2003 Mercury Sable - Green. 51K miles. tO15235A
2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser- Blue, 1 owner, 23K miles, /615684A
2003 Cadillac Deville - Green. IGP5635
2003 Chevy Monte Carlo - Silver, 33K miles, 1GP5648
2002 Pontiac Grand Prix GT - Beige, 44K miles. #01,5624
2001 Chrysler PT Cruiser - White,67K miles, 1TC56356
2001 Olds Intrigue -',"Ihlte. 52K miles, CP5652
2001 Pontiac Sunfire Coupe - Blue. 53K miles. tGP5627A
2000 Mercury Grand Marquis- Red.64K miles, tTC568aA
2000 Chevy Cavalier - in, 45K miles. 1GC5426A
2000 Mercury Grand Marquis- Red.64K miles, tTC5681A
1999 Cadillac Deville - Nhite. 83K miles.,
GC42058

TRUCKS - TRUCKS - TRUCKS
2004 Chevy SSR - Red, 5K miles, 111527A
2004 Ford F250 Club XLT 414- Maroon, Diesel. 12K miles. 1GP5668
2004 Dodge 1590- White, 21K miles,/015350A
2004 Ford F150 -4x4, Green. 17K miles, riTT5609A
2004 GMC 1500 X Cab SLE - Burgundy. 12K miles. tGT5201B
2003 Chevy Silverado X Cab - White. 59K miles,1115714A
2003 Dodge Dakota Quad - Burgundy. 35K miles. 11T5750A
2003 GMC 1500 X Cab SLE - Maroon,77K miles, 1C14339A
2002 Dodge Dakota Quad 41.4 - Black. 50K miles. 1015724A
2002 Dodge 1500 Quad SIT- 4x4, White, 73K miles, ICT5270B
2002 Dodge Dakota Club SIT- Red/Silver, 48K miles, C15158A
2001 GMC Sonoma X Cab 4x4 - Red.t75721M
2001 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - Red, 65K miles. tGT5390A
2001 Dodge 1500 Club - 4x4, Red/Silver. 66K miles. 10P5638A
1999 Toyota Tacoma X-Cab - Tan. 106K miles, iTT5723A
1999 Nissan Frontier X Cab SE - 4x4, White..GP5618C
1999 Chevy Silverado 171 X Cab - White, 111K miles, CT5374A
1999 Chevy Silverado /71 - Black. 87K. tG15653A
1990 Ford F-150 Super Cab - White. 129K miles. 1GP5617B
1999 Cheri S-10 X-Cab Stepside - Red, 74K miles. 1GP5632A
1997 Ford F.150 XL - •Ii`4 Maroon,1C1516313

SINS/VANS - SUVS VANS

(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRA

ShOM I s:

Peppers ilutomotive
so

HURRY!.
Offer Ends
Aug 31,2005
3500 rebate applos ONLY to WILDCAT(modol STI•Ve1A-27CV)or TIPP TIGEF
(models STTO/A-27CH ST761A-27CH-SS S176/4-27KA. STT61A-271c4-SS)
$300 rebate Apples to TIGER CUB (modeis STC48A-lc end STC48A-20CV)
Z-CAT(models SIC..16A-/Mk SZC364-10KA or SZCI2A- WA) %beta on,appos
purchases dolman July 12 6 Aug 31 2006 See 0•Aler
apearoc doers

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
976 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
270-753-2571

2005 Dodge Durango SIT - Maroon. 24K miles. 1GP5664
2005 Dodge Durango Dakota Quad 4x54 Laramie - leather, V-8, Pkg., 1GP5670
2005 Chevy Eqinox IT - Silver, 20K miles. 615692A
2005 Dodge Grand Caravan SE - Blue, Stow-N-Go, 19K miles, CP5645
2004 Dodge Durango ST 414 - Black. 20K miles, 10P5666 •
2004 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo - Silver, 33K miles, /C15296A
2004 Ford Explorer - 4x4, Beige, 30K miles, /615373A
2004 Nissan Xterra, - 4x4. Beige. 23K miles,1AGT5462A
2004 GMC Envoy XLIV - White, 19X miles, 1G15591A
2003 Dodge Grand Caravan - White, 92K miles,r5629A
2003 Dodge Caravan - Maroon, 62K miles, /C15279A
2003 Jeep Liberty LTD- 4x4, Blue. 35K miles, IC15265A
2003 Jeep Liberty LTD - White, 22K miles, KT5175A
2003 Ford Expedition XLT- White. CT5299A
2002 Chevy Avalanche - Tan, 52K miles, /GT54468
2001 Chevy Venture IS - Silver, 51K miles, /C15312A
2000 Ford Windstar SEL - Blue. 74K miles, 10155934
2000 Toyota 4-Runner - Silver, 41K miles, 11P5602
1999 Pontiac Montana - Tan. 80K miles, iGT5590A
1998 Toyota Siena - GreeoaL5K miles, 175749A
1998Jeep1Vraele Sahara- White. only 48K miles, must see, 10P5630A
Disclaimer: Taxes extra.

"Wham"It Takes, We Want To Be Your Cara Truck Company"

P't-PPE;eY
Automotive Group Used Cars & Trucks
2400 E. Wood St.. Paris
(731)642-5661
1 4300-748-8816

2420 E. Wood St.. Paris
(731)642-3900
1-800-325-3229
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Illinois corn crop withers in state's
worst drought in nearly 20 years
By JIM PAUL
Associated Press Writer
PUTNAM,Ill.(AP)-A thin
cornstalk comes out of the dry,
dusty ground with just a slight
tug, its bug-eaten roots barely an
inch long. Husks peel back to
reveal scraggly-looking ears not
much longer than a thumb.
Jonathan Downey's crop is
suffering, the victim of a
drought that is stunting crops
across the Farm Belt but is especially severe in Illinois.
Illinois is going through its
worst dry spell in nearly 20
years. And because the state
accounted for nearly one-fifth of
the nation's corn crop last year,
the market is watching closely.
Downey's 900-acre farm
about 100 miles southwest of
Chicago lies at ground zero. The
leaves on his corn plants are
withering and some stalks that
should be 10 feet tall by now are
barely waist high.
He expects to average only
60 bushels an acre on his 600
acres of corn -about one-third
of last year's bounty. His land
had received less than 2 inches
of rain between corn planting in
April and the arrival of a cold
front that brought 1.3 inches on
Tuesday.
"As June progressed, I knew
the crop was hurt," the 45-yearold farmer said. "I knew it could
be saved by moisture, bW it was
just going to take so much moisture t6 save the con-I-crop and I
didn't think it that was realistic."
Other Corn Belt states are in
better shape. But Illinois grew
2.1 billion bushels of corn in
2004, second only to Iowa, and
its soybean harvest of just under
500 million bushels was the
nation's biggest.
-That's why there's a great
deal of attention being paid to
Illinois," said Joe Victor, vice
president of marketing for the
commodity
firm
research
Allendale Inc."We do matter. It
is a concern."
Nearly half the state is classified by the U.S. Agriculture
Department as being in extreme
drought. With at least 74,000 of
the state's farmers estimating
crop losses of 30 percent or
more. Agriculture Secretary
Mike Johanns said Wednesday
he would sign a disaster declaration for nearly all of Illinois' 102
counties.
Even so, the effect on commodities prices and the price of
corn at the grocery store is
expected to be modest because
the worst of the drought is pretty much confinllinois, said Dale
Gustafson. a grain market analyst for Smith Barney in

Panel to
oversee
judicial
campaigns
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-A
21-member panel designed to
encourage fairness and ethical
behavior judicial campaigns is
complete.
Kentucky Chief Justice
Joseph Lambert announced the
panel Thursday in response to
recent federal court decisions lifting restrictions on judicial candidates, who were once barred
from giving their opinions on
issues that may arise in court.
Lambert has asked Tony
Wilhoit of Versailles, executive
director of the state Legislative
Ethics Commission and former
chief judge of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals, to head the
group. It will be called the
Judicial Campaign Conduct
Committee.
The new Kentucky committee
is based on a similar effort in
South Dakota and could censure
candidates engaging in unfair or
unethical practices, said Jason
Nemes, an aide to Lambert.
Judges often have to issue rulings that comply with the law
rather than their personal opinions, Wilhoit said yesterday.
Pledging to rule a certain way on
an issue is "not appropriate
because you're electing a referee," he said. "You're not electing
a partisan."
All but two of Kentucky's 265
elected judicial seats will be on
the ballot next year.
The first members are expected to serve through next year's
elections.

1

AP Photo
Dry, withering corn grows from a dry field on Jonathan
Downey's farm Tuesday near Putnam, Ill. Downey's 900acre farm, about 100 miles southwest of Chicago, lies in
the hardest hit area of Illinois' worst drought in two
decades.
Chicago.
While 56 percent of Illinois'
corn crop is rated in very poor or
poor condition, only 10 percent
of Iowa's crop is poor or worse
and 19 percent of Indiana's crop
is rated that way.
"It's devastating for the
Illinois producers who are in it.
but on a national basis this does
not compare to the (drought) of
1988 which was over a much.
much greater area," said
Gustafson, who figures the
state's corn crop could be about
25 percent smaller than it was
last year.
Illinois has received only

about 8.5 inches of rain from
March through June, about half
the normal amount. according to
state officials.

Manly Whipple, who farms
700 acres near Utica, said that
while recent rain has helped his
corn perk up a bit, he will be
lucky to get half the harvest he
had.a year ago.
"Last year was a great year. It
might have been my best ever,"
he said. "And now this year
might be one of my worst."
He grabbed a white stub only
about as long as his thumb-an
ear of corn that by now should
be almost a foot long and full of
plump buttery yellow kernels.
This ear had only a few tiny kernels.
"There's all kinds of ears like
that. That ear's not going to get
much bigger and then it's going
to shrivel down and you'll end
up with a little nubbin," he said.
"It won't even get in the combine. It's going to be too small."
Crop insurance will help protect farmers like Downey and
Whipple, but higher prices for
fertilizer, seed, rent and fuel this
year have already cut their profit margins. A smaller crop will
probably mean lower income,
even if corn prices rise.
Soybeans also are suffering,
but they develop later and still
could yield a good crop, if there
is enough rain in August. Even
so, the crop will be smaller than
last year's, dealing another
blow to the farm economy.
"You do everything you can
and then after awhile it's not in
your hands," Whipple said.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

THANK YOU!
I would like to extend nly sincere thanks to the
Murray Fire Department, all our friends, and the many
people who were there to help us during the recent fire
at our business.
I ani happy to say that with everyone's kilt we are
up and running as usual. We are at the same location,
808 Coldwater toad in Murray, and look forward to
serving you.
Cooper Thanks again,
TIRES
Keith Fain

Warehouse Tire
808 Coldwater Rd.• 753-1111

lathie Gentry Lif
Achievement Avir
Murray-Calloway County Un
in 2001 the Board of Murray-Calloway County United Way initiated a lifetime achi
award named for Kathie Gentry. long-time director of Need Line. Kathie Gentry was the
'first recipient of this award. The board invites your nomination for this year's recipient The
winner will be announced at this year's United Way Kick-Off Banquet on August 30, 2005.
Guidelines/criteria:
A. The nomination must honor a person for a lifetime of humanitarian service to othe
in our community.
B. The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County.
C. The nominee must exhibit the characteristics and attributes of Kathie Gentry:
• Selfless
• Caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming way
• Respectful of the humanity and dignity of all people
• Serving others above and beyond the call of duty

Murray Ledger & Times
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1* DEALS!!
X5i 54

2.u,J5 Buick LeSabre (Sly)

Reduced

Only Si

X5162

2005 Buick LeSabre (Gry)

Reduced

Only S1E

2005 Buick LeSabre LMT(Wht).... Reduced

X4308

2005 Buick Century (Tan)

Reduced

Only $15.900

X5079

2005 Buick Century (Sly)

Reduced

Only S15.900

X5153

2005 Buick Lacrosse CXL(BIX)

Reduced

Only 522.900

X5220

2005 Buick Lacrosse CXL(Sly) Leather. Sunroof

Only S23.900

X5231

2005 Buick Century (Tan)

Only 513.900

B5025A 2004 Buick LeSabre (Wht)

Only S12.900

X5165

2003 Buick LeSabre (Sly)

Only S13.900

B5045A 2001 Buick LeSabre (Wht)

Only S11.900

X5230

2005 Buick Rendezvous CX (Gry)

Only $18900

X5226

2004 Buick Rendezvous CXL(Mm)3rd Seat

Only S17.900

X5229

2004 Buick Rainier CXL(Blu) AWD Leather

What is the basis for your nomination: Please be as specific as possible.
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. Only $24900

X5226

2003 Buick Rendezvous CX (Gry)

Only S15.900

X5172

2002 Buick Rendezvous CXL(Mm)Leather. AWD

Only S17.900

al

Only S15.900

c•

Only S25.900
Only S22.900
Only S25.900
Only 512.900

•

X5198A 2002 Buick Rendezvous CXL(Gry) Leather. 3rd Seat

CADILLACS
X5060
C60044
X51174
X5181A

2004 Deville(White)
Reduced
2003 Cadillac CTS(Mm)Sunroof
2003 Cadillac DTS(Dam)Nay.. Sunroof
2000 Cadillac Seville SLS(Tan)

CHEVROLET and GMC
850364
X5227
X5184
X5196
X5218
X5193
X5215A
X5136
X5204
X5219
X5168
X5189A
X5105A

2004 GMC Envoy WV (Sly) Sunroof
Reduced
2005 Chev. 2500 Crew (Wht) Dura Max
2004 Chev. Malibu (Wht)
Reduced
2004 Chev. Impala LS(Tan) Leather. Sunroof
2005 Chev. Impala (Tan)
2003 Chev. Cavalier LS(Red)
2002 Chev. Cavalier Z24(Sly) Sunroof
2003 Chev. Tahoe LS(Gry)4x4. 3rd Seat
2003 Chew. Suburban LS(Mm)3rd Seat
2003 Chev. Trailblazer XL(Mm)3rd Seat
2002 Chev. 5-10(Blk) Crew Cab
2001 Chev. Tahoe LT (Blue)4x4. 3rd Seat
1999 Chev. Tahoe LT(Gm)
Reduced

Only S23,900
Only 538.900
Only S10.900
Only S17.900
Only S15.900
Only S9.900
Only S8.900
Only S24.900
Only S21.900
Only S18.900
Only S15.900
Only S16.900
Only S6,900

PONTIAC
X5103
X5191
X5216
X5161
X5183
X5205
X5221
X5222

2005 Pont. Grand Prix (Sly)
2005 Pont Grand AM SE(Mm)V-6
2005 Pont Bonneville(Sly) Leather
2004 Pont. Grand AM (Tan)
2004 Pont Bonneville(Sly)
2004 Pont. Grand AM CT (Red) Chrome Wheels. V-6
2004 Pont Bonneville SLE(Mm)Sunroof
2005 Pont Aztek (Red)8K Miles

Only S17.900
Only S14.900
Only S17.900
Only S12.900
Only S16.900
Only S13.900
Only S20.900
Only S17.900

OLDSMOBILE
X5118 2004 Olds Alero (Tan)
Reduced
X5163 2004 Olds Alero (Tan)
Reduced
X5140 2003 Olds Alero(Red)
Reduced
X5159 2003 Olds Bravada(Gm)AWD. Loaded
X5213 2002 Olds Alero (Sly)

Only S10.900
Only S10.900
Only S9.900
Only $19.900
Only S8.900

FORD and MERCURY
X5113 2005 Ford Taurus(Tan)11K Miles
Reduced
X5203 2004 Mercury Sable(Gm)Sunroof. Leather
X51 49A 2001 Mercury Sable(Wht)
Reduced
X5225 2002 Ford Mustang (Wht)
X5110 2004 Ford F150 Crew (Wht).......Reduced
X5166 2004 Ford F250 X-Cab (Wht)
Reduced
X5185A 2003 Ford F150(Red)
X4288 2002 Ford F150(Gm)
Reduced
X51484 2002 Ford Explorer XLT(Wht)3rd Seat
B5l.144AA 1999 Ford Ranger XLT(Red) X-Cab

Only 513.900
Only S11.900
Only S7.900
Only S10.900
Only 524.900
Only S25.900
Only S12.900
Only S15.900
Only S15.900
Only 59.900

IMPORTS
X42220
X5224
X5126
X5186
X5228
X5233
X5235
X5094

2002 VW Jetta (Sly) 5 Spd
Reduced .
2002 Honda Accord LX (Sly) Sunroof
2001 Nissan Maxima (Gry)Sunroof,
Reduced
2004 Nissan Armada (Wht)Loaded. 3rd Seat Reduced
2002 Mazda Tribute(Mm)Leather
2002 Mitsubishi Montero(Tan)Sunroof
2003 Jeep Grand Cherokee(81k)4x4
2003 Toyota Sequoia iTan)
Reduced

ENV USW•tospixas

Phone

St

S.

2004 Buick Century (Wht)

Nominee:
Person making nomination:

Only S15.900

Reduced

X4055

flICertlfieti

NOMINATION

Only S22'
'JU

X5199

Only S10.900
Only $14.900
Only $14.600
Only S29.900
Only S14.900
Only S16.900
Only S16.900
Only S27.500

Brandonmu

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray
(270) 753-5315 - WOW 455-5315
•www.brandonautoworld.com

Complete your form and return it by August 15, 2005
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Kathie Gentry Award Committee
c/o Peggy Billington
Murray-Calloway County United Way
807 Poplar
Murray,KY 49071
David Poynor

Jason

Stations

Patricia Jone

Chris Ha

-j
den

•

